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-PREFACE

The research reported in this monogrsph constitutes partial

validation of a set of assumptions about medical students: that

there are different kinds of students, that these different types

react to the medical school experience in different ways, and that

the result is different career pathways and professional outcomes.

Although the phenomenon of differential reactivity to experience is

obvious to the casual observer, it is commonly ignored in research

of the bi-variate (independent-dependent variable) variety. Partly

this has been due to,6 difficulty in identifying, in a non-

arbitrary and reproducible manner, kinds of human beings. The

advent of multivariate statistical techniques for grouping or

classifying individuals on the-basis of many attributes all at

onckhas at least made this problem approachable, even though

the thornyconceptual prdblems remain. In part, this research is

a demonstration of the practical and reuristic value of such
*

techniques.

-During the course ofrthe research it.became appsrent that some

(0

kind of concePtuarscheme was necessary which would embraccihe

diversity. of pRenomena considered and serve as a'guide to/future

research. The discussion of "Man as Problem Solver" gives the broad

outlines of such a scheme. Much of iti further elaboration is depend-

ent Upon empirical studies since for he most part, it is "content free:"

As it now stands, it.terves as a "backdrop" for contemplation of the

findings.
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

1

Although the ills of the American medical care delivery*system

haie often been blamed on the health manpower shortage, the problem

is npt strictly one of quantity. Many other factori are involved,

including the need to match the distribution and types of hdman

.
resources with the distribution and types of health needs and.the

concurrent necessity 'of anticipating manpower
requirements in the

light of constant changes in the population, technology and the

economic and political climate.

Medical schools have not addressed themselves directly to the

problems of health manpower requirements. Instead, they have

it

focused their attention on the selection and retention of "the

best" applicants. Considerable data has been collected by researchers

in the health professions on such questions as "What kind of an

applicant becomes a good medical student?" and "How does the process

of professional socialization occur?". A few investigatdrs have asked,

"Does a good medical student become a good physician?". Unforedgtely,

these studies have, for the most, part, not grappled with the problems

of diversity in individual attributes and in demands of different

work settings. Pr iction of behavior and "niche" selection within

the opportunity st ctures is difficult unless descriptive categories

of r.. e performance are specified add the yarietiei of individual "styles".

ecognized. It is to the issue of describing regularities in the.
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diversity
that exists

in a medical
student

population
that this

study addresses
itielf.

A few major
tredds in the literature

dealing
with mediCal

studenti' .
charabteristics

will be briefly
mentioned

in order to

point out
problem areas.

Studies
of intellectual

abilities

have focused`ocused on the prediction
of academic

performance.
Medical

students are
reported

to be generally
in the upper range of intel-

ligence test scores.
1 P edictions.frdm

intelligence
measures,"

however, haye been plagbed'by
problems

of -restriction
of range of

talent
and by inadequacies

in performance
definitions

and measures".

/n most instences.the
Medical College

Admissions
Test (MCAT) has

been used as a general
intelligence

indicator.2
The following

slight

to moderately
predi

ve elationships
have been consistently

---/

reported:
MCAT scores

c relate with National
Soard.Exam

scores;

undergraduate'vade
point average correlates

with first and seconcL

year medical school grade point averages.
3 PremediCal

grades and

MCAT scores appear
to be more predictive

of grad,
in the

first two

0

years in medical
schbol

than of later achievement
indices."

MCAT
A

scores have been tested
in relation

to physician
performance

and

found unrelated
to supervisors'

evaluations
o medical

practice
or

to tests of achievement
in clinical

medicine.5

In short, attempts
at predicting

"success"
in medical school

and medical practice
from ability

measures
have been largely unpro-

ductive
except

in cases where
the same characteristics

are measured

ata later point in time, using similai testing tools. When leaps

are made from intelligence
to academic

achievement
to behavior

in

9
,..
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Ill-defined work settings, there is little evidence of significant

correlation between the measures.

The absence of significant correlation between different°

academic measures has led researchers to investigate the area of

personalityLattributea of medical students. Much of the literature

in this area is not comparable due to-diversity in the tasting deviced

used. A few common or similar traits that have been consistently

found to characterize -medical students will be mentioned.

Investigators using the Edward Personal Preferenqe Test (EPPS)

and the California Personality Inventory (CPI) have ;Iiiii4-411gi-their

samples evidence high scores on enduiance, achievement and independence.
6

Studies using the Aliport-Vernon-Lindzey Scale:of Values-report that

medical students are-high in,theoretical value preferenCe.7

Vocational interests as measured by the StrOng Vocational Interest

Blank typically report that medical students have values "like those

of physicians," which reiterates the high achievement-independence-

endurance picture cited above.8' These facts alone do not seem particu-

larly enlightening given the advanced academic level of the sample.

However, there alipears to be some indication that medical-student

'saimples are,, in some wdys, distinCtive from other high academically

oriented students. "Myers and Davis9 compared over 4,000 medical

students to 1,503 college bound high school students and-found that

the medical students contained aoquarier again asmany introverts,

intuitive' and feeling types as Would- be expected from the high school

Y.

_,
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frequencies. Solkoff (1967) found medical students moreintro-

verted and "sensitive'to the deeds of others" than law-students."

A few attributes Measured by the testa cited have been reported

to be significantly correlated with achievement and/or intelligence

measures. High MCAT scorers tend to subscribe to aesthetic valUes,

while low MCAT scorers have preference for economic values.11 A

significant poSitive relationship between introversion and academic

. success irr medital students has also been noted.12 riiese findings

are toigrueni with Myers' foindings relating to academic performance

and values of several of her personality types,
13

\

Some studies on medical student traits have reported *findiligs.

that have not been duplicated elsewhere and occasionally have been

contradicted.
14

This suggests several possibilities in addition

to instrumentation or measurement probiems. 'The sample is quite

likely to'vary from school to school as a function of differing
*,1

instit tional'goais and admissions criteeia. A major 'problem, how-

ever, in-comparing samples used in the literature c) "needs," interests

and attitudes is the lack Of unifying personality construct! underlying

the different instruments used.

The,search for the "best" students among the medical school

applicants has generalli'beee based on traditionil ide;is of what is

considered. important in medicine. It-is now recogrlized that identif i-

cation and development of "creative" medical students who can add

original ideas, methods and solutions to the health services should

beencouraged. 15 Literature on creativity in medical students suggests

11
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that the usual admission criteria may not identify students with

a greatcapa ity far ovative thinking. It has ban reported

that creative and noncreative students.evidence differences in
4

interest and mntivation. Studiei of persons at' high occupational

levels indicate that -very creative scientists, writers and mathemati-

ry

clans are also highly intuitive thinkers.
16

The issue of personality change,in medical school has been
.11b

most clearly raised in the literature'di'aling with "humanitarianism'

and "cynicism." It has been cOnsistently eported that' medical.
t

students become more "cynical" and less "humanitarian" as they

progress through school,17 Gray, at al. , invest ga the. question of

how these characteristics change after graduation. Their findinga

suggest that humanit riaRism 'increases and cynicism decreases

after several

made that the

is .functional for theladjustment tasks required of students..

Sociological studies of the pastage through medical sibool

years in mediCal practice.
18 The suggestion has been

increasingly cynical attitude". seen in medical school

have emphasized different aspects of these adjustment tasks.19

logical studies have attempted to identify sources of streaa for

students. )1.11ey consistently report that

absoibing enough material,, etc.) and a ho

,iuch as clinical encounters, give rise to

anxiet .20 Boyle and Coombs conclude that

become more realistic about medical trlining t, n they
that etuden

academic presulre'("making it,"

st of "initial experiences,"

high levels of situational

a successful adjustment r quires

are when they first enter medical school. This "realiamtequires

12
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deviation from the idealized systeM which imposes unreachable ,

standards. They also found that factors relating to restriction

on Personal freedom were'ranked as more distressing,-'than real or-t-

anticipated stresses pertaining to patients.
21

The personality patterns associated with "successf 1" manage-
,

ment of stress in medical school are reported larg' in tautolog-

ical fashion: i.e., "well adjusted" personalities manage situational

(stress better than "-Mal-adjusted" ones. Evidence applicable to the

question of whether or not there are consistent.neurotic patterns

among medical student popplations is contradictory. The Minnesota,

4 A
...0 .

Multiphasic Personality InVentory (MMPI)#as-been used extensively
.

..
. -

, .
t

tudies

medic 1 students, but no overriding pattern has'beeu reported.

,f..

-`v
.

. .

1
22

omparing medical students with "normal populations" have

both e unded,on their sup, riOr'state of-mental health. and decried

their n urotic.character. It seems self-evident that severe person-

ality p thology would interfere with managekent of stressful situations

and with, academic achievement. A high level of ability, howeVer, has .

been reported to aid *he adjustment of students with: either "personality

. -

difficulty" or high anxiety.,
-

Where a trait such 'as anxiety' is viewed with other aitributes of

individuals, and in light of situational demands, it may be possible.

,

to makemake stafements,about the "" strategies of "adjustment" that maybe'

9-

expected orcertain types of students. For example, the highly
IA

A

"creative" students ,(repOrted on by Graves, et al.) with-negative

'Salvational ratOkgs,
.

may be most tO experience stress due

tO 'lack° ersonal freedom.

6

3
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A framework that attempts to provide reliable information about

the kinds of choices humans make for their lives and work and their

consequent behlivior has a.,dual task. It must be broadly conceived,

allow for inclusion of as.many identifiable' organizational and "process"

influences as pbssible,end yet permit a detailed'analysis of individual

/ .

matters such as ''habits of Mind."' We have asstimed that different

kinN of students will experience the medical school environment in

different ways, paying attention to different things, perceiving the

same events in different ways and, consequently, making various kindi

of career commitments.

The problem, then, is to identify vho is affected by what kinds

of .experience to become what kind of physician. The development of a

personality typology of medical students and prediction:Of sedically

relevant phenomena from this typology represent our initial attack

on this problem.

t..

14

II.

--
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A framework that attempts to provide reliable information about

the kinds of choices humihs make for their lives and work and their

- consequent behavior has a dual task. It must be broadly conceived,

allow for inclusion of as many identifiable organizational and "process"

i4fIuentes'es possible. and. yet permit a detailed analysis of individual

matters such as "habits of mind." We have assumed that different

kinds of students will experience the medical school environment in

'different ways paying attention to different things, perceivingtthe

same events n-different ways and, consequently, making variousiandb

of career commitments..

The problem, then, is to identify who is affected by What kinds

of experience to become. what kind ofphysicitin.
The development of a

,:/-

personality typology of Students7end predictiolkofmedically

,J

relevant phenomena from this typology represent our, initial attack' /'

on this Oroblem.

U

14
7
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CPAPTER 2

CONCEPTUAL ORIENTAtION: MAN AS PROBBEM OLVER

As Hall'and,indzey
I have pointed out, the way the, term

"personality" is defined iS basiCally a functj.on of the conceptual.

framework of the individual doing the.defining. Thus, the purpoe7

of this section is to provide a iketch of the rientatinn toward

human behavior and experience which is employed in the present

research.

the approach'that is taken here would probably be Classified

as,a "cognitiWe" or "information processing" khesa. Ai audit, it

is concerned with the Ways in which knowledge:ib assimilated,

organized and used, with processes of perceiv conceiving,

attending, problem solving and so on. From th nt-of view,

..the essence of the organism's interaction with the worldis.

they identification and
acquisition.of,potentially useful a4inli, the

translation and transformation of the information received into

meaningful patterns and the use of these patterns in choosing an

optinal.response."2

i_nthe discussion which follows, the ways in whiaa person

interacts with his environment are considered in-terms of "problem

solving." thiS term is often associated with "cold" intel-

lectual activity rather than 'such things as interpersonal relations,

identity, attitudes; ideology and emotion, it is believed that the

concept can be usefully. tended to the latter is well. In doing

. . 1 5
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so,'Ohenomena,which'are often described, in terms of everyday
.

language must be "translated" into the concepts of ?tablets solving

and one is forced to re-examine often implicitly held assumptions

or "theories" about the nature of human astute.

Problems

What is a probleM? Reitman
3 offers the following general

definition: "A system has a problem when it has or has been given

a description of something but does not yet have anything that satisL

fies the description. That is, when it is requIred that an eledent

be found, obtained or created that satisfies a descrIption (character-

ization, etc.) of what we desire (a goal), then we generate a proble

For example, a person is presented with a problem when he i, ked,

4 ,

"What is the distance in feet across the Rio Grande at the Centtal

Avenue crossing?" In this case, the question itself consi tee a

description of the goal and the element which satisfies the descrip-,

tion is a particUlar measurement in specified units at a specified

place. In the problem, "What is black and white an&red/read all over?".

only a few attributes of the goal are specified and, when heard auraly,
.

there is ambiguity with respect to the ref,rent of one of the attributes.

This creates -a sub-problem, namely to decide what interpretation to

place on ' *red" or "read." Wen aJlusband asks of his wife, "What \

do'you.want from met" the problem he is presenting to her is one

of: specifying the,characteristics'Of a goal atate.she'has. in

mind. If,he chooses to accept for himself the characterization

provided, he can then engage in activity to create elements (for

16

--

4
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example, in hAa behavior) which satisfy the description.: When

A medical studeht decides he wants to do "well" on National Board

exams, he is specifying in his description of thesoal a particular

range.Of valuee on a set of attributes which will'be accepted as

criteria. for having attained it. Some less prosaic examples of

human problems will be considered below:

A

Well-defined and Ill-defined Problems

Prbblems are called "well-defined" when both the init14

conditions and goals are fixed and the problem solver must coniine

himself to a well-

referred to above,

a specific st of m

meat was required at

well-defined only in c

One could ask fOr gr a

far points at the Cen

prOblem solution is no

pecified set of operations. The'Rio Grande problem

or example, was a relatively well-defined Problem:

surement operations in specific units of iiiiasute-'

specific place. Actually, the problem is

mparison with atore vaguely difined problem'.

t r precision in the specification of near and

venue crossing, The precis'.13n of the

carried out to twodeci

ecified should it be in Whole numbers,

measurement take pia

point in between? n me sup ement be by triangulation or should some

meter be used? There is a continuum of rigor-in defining problems.

What makes a problem i efined are so-called "oen constraints."

One type of open constraint i- en the values which attributes"may

assumeare left unspecified in the problem deacription, e.g., when a

person is asked to write a repo t but is not told what it should be

about, how long it should be or hat stylistic characteristics it

places or three, etc.? .Should the

the riyer is high or low orat some



ehdUld Oases'. Another type of open constraint exist when there

0:is a large amount of variability concerning the refer is of attributes.
.

.

Characterization of initial' conditions in such terms as "misery,"

."inefficient," "crazy," and goals in such terms as "'the good life,"
(..

,494.14Y7

"love," "security," "respect," result in much disagreement-about

w t, eiactly, is meant. A third type of open constraint exists

when there is ambiguity aboutPwhat operations are permissible in

problem sdlvfng. Is cheating an acceptable operation to achieve

O 41.

good grades? Are self-deceptions permissible operations in solving

Problems of low self - esteem?" Is it acceptable, according to the

rules of the game, to hide one's intentions or purposes in inter?

personal relations? finally, open, constraints exist when the

criteria for deciding when a problem solution is attained are ndt

specified. The ulcerated businessman:, striving for a goal which ,he

z 4

charaCterizei as "financial security," may decide', after amaasitighis

first million, thati)rr-fi not auffibient. (Act ally, his dissatis-

v

faction may be due to an &nadequate characterization of the problei and,

consequently, an irrelevant set of-operations.)

In order to solve ill-defined problems it is necessary to close

all, or ''nearly all, open constraints. This may be achieved by a /1

weighing of, values ("Cheating is Worse than bad grades "); by a calcu-

lat ion of side effects of alternativeloperations (self-deception may

lead to a later "rude awakening,"zem rrassment, disilludfOnment, etc.);

by subscribing to convention (as in uch of science, or in adhering

18
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to cultural definitions and prescriptions; and by assumption: ("That's

the way he is," or "I can't do that," or "That's what it's all about")i.

or in using operational definitions in science. This is not to

say that all open constraintia must be closed prior to initiating

problem solving. In fact', romstimes the freedom allowed by the

openness of certain .constra nts makes solution possible where, other-

wise,.it would be impossible;

Because open constraints can be closed in a variety of ways
a

in

many situations, one can rect individual as well as'intra-individual

differehces in problem solutions: "There is more than one way to skin

a cat." Furthermore, any given solution to an ill-defined problem

will not meet With universal acceptance, e.g., how one should raise

childrtn.

.S91ving

Problem solving involves the transformation of an initial

state (a descriptibn' of the way things are now into a'terminal 'trite

(a description pf what is desired) .by means of certain sets of

operatIons (strategies). For example, if one is asked'to "make a

4.1

silk purse out ,of sow's ear," one has a problem with initial

state (sow's ear) and terminal state (silk purse) speeified. To

solve the problem, all one hat to do is reduce the difference

between these two states. Since this problenvis not solvable if

taken literally, 'one is faced'with a sub-problem; how to "take"

the statement of the task. ff this sub - problem is solved by

19
o.
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assuming the statement is meant figuratively, One is then faded
.

with a problem of finding a pair of elements which, in some'respects,

are analogous to "sow's ear" and "silk purse." This it a'prOblem
9.

in which Some of the attributes of initial and terminal states are

left open or unspecified, e.g.', the purse might not really.have to

bkit silk, as long as it "looks like silk."-

What must a system be able to do in ofder to solve a problem?

First of all, it must have'eame'way of characterizing or representing

the problem in a "space" where problem solving activities' take place.

0
That is, it must be able to encode ". . . defining goals, rules and

. -

other aspects of the situation -- in some,kind of space that /represents
ti

the initial situation presented to (it), the desired goal situation,

various intermediate states, imagined or experienced, as well ai any

concepts (it) used to describe these situations to (itself).
4

Jerome

Frank5 states this requirement in a less complicated fashion: "In ord*

to be able to function at all, everyone mustimpose,an order and regu-

larity on the welter of experiences impinging upon him. To do this,

he develops out of his personal experiences'a set of more or less

implicit assumptions about the nature of the world in which he

lives; which enables him to predict. the behavior of others and the

outcome of his own'actions.

If the Rio Grande problem, for example, is assumed to be an

instance of the "triangulation problem type," it might-be represented

in an external memory system (on paper) in terms of geometric relations,

between three points. Point A could represent the near side of the

river, point B, the far side of the river, and point C, some known.

distance from A. Problem solving operations could'Ahen take place

within this space. 20
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A second requirement of the problem solving system is that it

have methiods for reducing differences between desired and initial

states. In the computer analogy, programs of Information processing

serve this function., One type of program, the algorithm, will

definitely proiride a solution to a certain set of problems (when

the availability of resources such as time is not of iOntern).

The class of problems for which it is applicable must be.explicitly-

specifiable and no constraints must remain open in problem definition,

program and criteria of solution. This is the kind of program.

demanded in one of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale tasks: the

subject is given the problem of having lost something-on a baseball

field and is supposed to demonstrate a systematic search routine in

finding it, i.e., his plan is supposed to cover all pettible locations

in the field:

Another method, the heuristic program, does-,not'.guarantee

problem soliltion. It is-composed of a group cif tactics, rules of

thumb, etc., which are applied to the ireblemin order to "make
e-

progreis" in kparticUlar direction. The problem of finding the lost

object in the field might be attacked by first identifying locations

which had been occupied by the subject, then developing-a priority list

of loCations, and finally checking these locations- in an order

Sri

governed by their priorities. if the object was not fennt."in any

one of these areas, a new prioritylist might be developed and

these _locations searched. Although the object may not be found at

all (sinctall locations are not inspected), it might be found more
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quickly than by systematic search (if it lies in one of the priority \

locations). The work of Newell, Shaw and Simon6 has demonstrated

that a set of heuristicAnethods, organized into a problem solving

program, is able to achieve proofs of theorems in symbolic logic.

Furthermore, the operation Of the program shows characteristics

similar to that inhuman problem solving, e.g., preparatdry and

directional set, sight (sudden grasp of the structure of a p'oblem),

concept formation and hierarchical procesiing (breaking aimOlem down

into sub-problems).
4

It has been suggested that man (if not most) of the problems

human beings-solve, or try to solve, are ill - defined, and that their

method* of attack ar ' heuristic as opposed to algorithMit. In addition,

. one writers has suggested that human prdblem-solvingnstritegies ate ill-
0

defined as well, i.e., that the "elements"-of the.strategies are inoper

able by themselves and requiriiinformation which "may.be stored diffusely

,tyt

throughout the system, distributed over its varied experiences, ideas,'

concepts and intuitions, so that 'the procedure-for solving this

particular problem' is effectively coextensive,vith the total exierience

Of the sYstem. "8. Reitman has postulated that the trick,isin the way

humans store and retrieve experience, i.e., as geaeral rules (oppn

information structures) which can be interpreted (transformed4 abstracted)

to fit current conditions. "Juet ie.a good cooklcnows how to modify

general instructions to take account of local variations in humidity

and*in the/quality and consistency of his ingredients, so the skilled

22
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problem solver stores and interprets his knowledge and strategies

as open information structures, an arrangement that presumes a high

level of flexibility and intelligence at the time at which they are

utilized."9 A parallel exists in Koestler'sl° distinction between

rules and strategies: /rules determine a system's structural or

functional pattern 'while strategies determine which of a set of

possible alternatives is actually selected as a function of

environmental contingencies. Woodworth's11 "schema plus correction"

was an earlier version of this same, idea.

ro k.

A thirdrequrequirement of the problem solving system is that it

must be. able to detect and,evaluate.success or failure of its

(strategies. Thii Is necessary in order to know when to atop apply-

ing them (when the problem has been successfully solved) or when to

modify them (if goals are not °being attained).

Interpersonal Problem Solvink

--, Any time a person inters is with another (or others) he may be

. .

viewed as engaging in "interpersonal prdblem solving." Although

nearly all interpersonal problems are basically ill-defined, consensus

on what is expected Of. the participants may be so high as to virtually

cldse all open constraints by convention and reduce the problem to a

well-defined one, as 'in interactions between customer and cashier at

a restaurant. Each participant identifies it as a problem, (relationship)

of a certain type and pulls out of memory the routine solution for

such problems; On the other. hand, where there is a lack of consensus

2. 3
0
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about th nature of the relationship (e.g., the goals to be attained'

in it) or where one member wishba to meet new goals in an established

relationship,v4mprovization in problem solving may be called for.

The initial state in such a situation may be conceived in terms of

.
-a'person's current perceived role enactments (the way he sees himself

or the other person acting) and the terminal state maybe conceived

in terms of the kinds o rolereciprocities that'are desired or

expected. The probl to reduce, the difference between theie

two itates by meal of behavioral strategies:.

A convenidirt illuerration of this way of thinking about inter-
,

.

1

personal behavior is pe6vided,.in an interchange between a fourteen

year old girl, who had been the.aubject of gosiip'among her peers, and
. -

slightly younger boy Who had a "cruith" on the

Boy: _."You should have heard what Jim, Bill and Lester

were saying about you down at Harry's (a local

restaurant)."

Girl: (pleading) : "Please tell me! What did they say?"

Boy: "I promised not to dll. They'd kill me if I told

you!"

Girl: "Tell me, please! Please! I promise not to tell a

soul."

B6y: "It's getting late. Maybe if I come over iomorrog

'tell you."

Girl: "Well, O.K. But come over as soon as you can."

In this example, the initial state, or type of role relationship,

which existed between the boy and girl had attributes of "distance,"

"status difference," and so on, somewhat like the relationship between

a sister and kid.. brother. The boy'i expectations were no longer of

this type,-however. His desired terminal state involved establishing

24



41. bOYfriend-girlfriend kind of. reciprocity with attributesof

. .

"closenesi," "affection," "status equality, etc. One may consider

the boy's behavior in this sequence as sub-problem solving on the

way to the, eventual terminal state he desired, the sub-goals being

elicitation of attention and -interest from the girl. Assuming

I ,

these were actually hie objectives, ,one may infer probable constraints

ti

onthe strategie4 he chose. ,,Risk of rejection, for'example, was

avoided by disguising his inn tentions -- he displayed no unambiguous

behavior which would have indicated what he wanted from the girl.

The risk of
.

having his strategy exposed to his friends and to the

girl was minimized by trying to Insure that she, would not reveal the

transaction -- she wouldn't want to be responsible for his death.
y

And the probability of econtinuation of the relationship was

increased by implying there was more to the stor than what he had

so far revealed.-

The problem solving space in interpersonal problems seams to

require representation'of several kinds of elements: 1) the imposition

of some scheme

problem solver

to be achieved

he set up as a

the attainment

the attainment

for determining interaction dimensions, i.e., the

has to decide whAtgoars might-reasonably be expected

or are "appropriate" in a given encounter12 (e.g., should

goal the attainment of evidence of his superior status,

of money, the attainment,ofsexual gratification or

of nurturanceT); 2) characterization of the other'

person(s) is the situation13 (in terms of intentions, abilities, style

or whatever else may be relevant to the tisk,: 3) characterization

2 5



oethe oblem solver himse n.the relationship situation (his

rei,.his status, his personal identity, his needs, etc.); 4) 4befA4

inihon of constraints in

(identification of rules,

problem solving activities in the situation

e.g., "All's fair in lave' and war".(no

constraints), or "The proper way to

(many constraints).,

Just how a person goes about represelting these elements in

his "space" is not-clear. Abstraction, the filtering out of details

of the. task environment unneeded for some purpose, undoubtedlyi4ays

a role. This is necessary in order to be"able to apply "old" techniques,

to get the situation,to fit a "problem type." Role concepts compiise

behave with.the Queen le . .

4111.11.ft

one such metHbd of abstraction.. Thus,-by identifying a relationship

as "friendshipi' type.one may pull out of memory the "list" of .

goals which might be met in such a relationship, compare them to

one's current "needs" and generate a` goal (e.g., "support ") for the

Ivo

encountgf. Within the constraints imposed by therelationship 'setting

one mighty try 11 old routine. (e.g.,.telling a-tale-ot woe) for

attaining the goal.

The, distinction between ries and strategies in interpersonal

problem solving can e illustrated by "guilt indUctite techniques.
d

The general rule which the problem solver follqweis to produce an

element ich implies that the other person in the aitn4tion/ha

broken (or will break if he engages in some bit of tehavio some

moral principle and that this is (or will be)"a source cif pain to

the prqblem solver. However, the "situation" deferminea which moral

26
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principle is implied, what attionirimpliceieds and what, the nature_
. -,.. .

of the) "pain" is presumed to be. When 4,moalei- iiyii:to her sou, "Well,'
.

,.,ei, 0

go &he:4d and loin the Navy then if,it ineahs so Much too yon. I just

thought. you would like being a doctOrs.- We had planned on it for so'

long . is implying that if

breaking some`mOril obligation to her

joins. the.Navy-he will be
P,

at this will cause 'her

to be disappointed-, . In another eAtuation, she might invoke the

guilts induction rule, but in a strategically (or tactically) erent
,

form: " ood rime, dear, I'll,just stay home alone and,'mend

your socks." In this case,. "gaing ou t" is the behaviot which causei
.

will000r , to'feel lonely (a state) duriniyhich she will OresuMably

suffer in silence but, even, so, willcontinue,to take cafe. of her

son's needs!). ,
:

-

0.
1"

The "psychoanalytic technique"14 s.nuother interpersonal problem
. ./ ri,

solving rule with infinite variations. The general form is "If you do'
I

40

X it really means you are E." Situational considerations (and the -goals,

`of_ the problem solver) aerie to specify )(and the, Way it is reinterpreted

to mean E, "If you-go to, your mother's bouse again'this week it means

you haWe an Oedipal complex."- "You want me tO be understrnding and

,isympathetic only because you're fixated at n oral stage Of development."

"fou,are messy because,you'ie,an anal acter."

mdt
.SS

Not all interpersonaloprograms ha, e the malevolent qualities

possesitdby the above ax&Mples,'o ourse: The skilled interviewer,

O

for example', follows a rule cle a, s, ng eentraily phrased questions in

i
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. order to get a subject to tell his own story without many externally

imposed constraints. Lovers may agree to follow an "honesty rule"

in order to promote depth,in their relationship. Some psychotherapists

follow the re of balan ing "support" with "threat" so that patients

do not leave treatment pr turely. All of these rules are non-

operational in any given ss.tuation without generating and solving

sub-problems on the basis of the immediate situation and the total

mass of information stored by the problem solver.

Recurrent Sub-problems of EhimAn.Existence

In his normal day-to-day activities, the individual must solve

numerous problems. Fortunately, he does not have to °start from

scratch" in each problem.situation. In the course of development,

just as he has learned a set of rules for generating grammatical

sentences, he has acquired methods ("routines"Y for 'representing elements
JTE.

in a problem space, for assigning problems to problem types, for filling

in the opecons-traints.in ill-defined problems, and for solving at

4
least some of the sub-problems generated by ill-defined strategies...-

Although these routines must be selected and placed in some kind of

order for any particular problem, the probe em solver need-not-work

a

445

through the detils of each routine or sub- routine. Thus, when presented

. . Tuft:. 4
with the problen of dri94 from one location in a city to another, the -/

,p9 oblem solver ddes not have to worry about bow to ;0:1;e the car./!,
-sin motion, hay to navigate thr Ugh traffi s etc. These routines sill

"take care.of themselves," thWthe p oblem solver may content

!.

pa

8
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brder to get a subject to tell his OWL story without many externally

imposedNenetraints. Lovers may agree to follow an "honesty rule" *,

.in order to promote depth in their relationship. %Some psyChotherapists

folloW the rule of balm]. ing "support" with "threat" so thatpetients

do not leave Ereatmeilt pr naturely. All'of these rules ire non-
,

operational, in any given s uhtion without generating and solving
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sub-problems on the basis of\the immediate situation and the total

..7

mass information stored by\the problem solver,'

.

,Recurrent Sub-problems of Human.. Existence

Ip his normal day-to-day activities, the individual 'must solve

numerous problems. Fortunately, he does not have to,-"stirt from

scratch' in each problem situation. In the course of development,

just as he has learned a set of rules for generating grammatical

sentence ,(le has acquired methdds.("routines")- for representing elements

in a problem spaie, for assigding piroblems to problem types, for filling

in the open;constraints in ill - defined problems, and for solving at

-
least some' f the sub-problems generated by ill- defined strategies.

Although these routines must be selected and placed in some kind ,of,
0

order for any particular problem, the problem solver need not work

[

through the details of each routine or subroutine. Thus0'wheA -presented

with the pkvblen of driving from one location in a City to anothef, the
,

problem solver does not-have to worry about how.to p7ce the car

,,,'"/
a

IL

in motion, how to navigate through traffic4 etc. These routines will

)

"take care' of themselves," so that the p oblem solver may concentrate
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On directions, distahces and landma ks. Similarly, a husband ,

.4
'interacting with his wife over,bria, At need not go.,Ahrough a,

process.of defining his identity in th s situation. It is a "routine.

mattevand the definition he used.yesterday will Suffice for today. I

But,perhaps throughout his lifetime, man is tonfronted with

problem solving tasks for which routine 'problem or sub-problem
/'.

4

defin'tions are not completely adequate. These are situations which,

)otcu4r when new goals are set for the individual :,t when ha sets new

goals for himself. or after he has achieved previously:.set goals; when

someone embed.,-. in his life pattern dies qr changes radically;

when he himsele,changesyphysically or psychologically; when the norms

of-socially acceptable strategies chafige from those he is used to,
es,

etc. The child whose parents decide it time eor him to assume some

w

responsibility for household chores can no longer operate effectively

, with concepts of himself as""reciiver" and his pa ents as "providers."

The teenager who wants to be more self-directing ust define his

.

directionS, the resources with which he has to,wor and a set of

new,relationshipt with his parents. The man, who fi ds himself to

.

be a "premature success Lt. accordingccording to the criteria he had defined
i

i_. for himself must seek a pew set of goals or redefine his Sriteria.

i' . . .. , -
f

The person whose spouse dies must reassess hip. ashumptioha about his

lift space, his long-term goals,. his needs-and hisrelationships
5

with members of the opposite sex. The. husband whose-wife changes .from

meek and mild to angry and demanding because she is "taken for granted!'

(treated routinely) must modify hit conception of her in order to

A

a

2g,
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effectivelrproblem=-sOlve itrthat relationship. The aging individual

musztedefine his physical and mental capacitiei as they are represented

in his problem solving'space or he will fail to achieve his goals.

The person who, for whatever reason, finds that his assumption about

hierbeing "unloveable" was
false'or impreciswis.in a position to re-

construct all his informationprocess hg rocidurestha ...Owe based

on that assumption. The person whO tlosei'op nstraihts in iI1-

defined. interpersonal problems according 16the'cUltursl patterns of

an earlier era may earn criticism rather than the respect for whicti

he had aimed.,

All of theiechan s in the tat* environment require some

corresponding change the riptisentation of elements in the "Problem

solving/space or the individual will suffer tloss in his problem

tolvin4 effectivene s. Since it is assumedthaE the individual calla

upon recursive ill defined strategies in,attacking prObleis, .

this means that,h1 must modify his programs (or sub - routines). for '

filling in open onstraints in some way. He must chinge the ww-hrs,

-----

thinks about hi self, aboutpthers with whom heinteracts, about

/ . .

what are "Allo Ile" rat gies, and about the-way'he defines hin goals.
f

,4 )
13,. ,,,-

P

. The t4t n by_ Bud endorf (Figure / n 1) peintssout (i.11-404ine4

terms) the g ital nature f recurrent'Issub-Proe4ems'in,perisonal. density.

The questio which Swee/tpea poses are generit °Onessublect t,6different

,

intepireta eons at-different life stages, 1p .different circu tanceS.

and fot, d ferent individuals. 'And. the answers. are only te ativeand

pragmatic'7.,- they alley the individual to go about current robloasS

°

10
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solving but can be brought int question by/the changing demands

the task environment. Sweatt a s acceptan e of

to him by Popeye may be funct onal at his stage

in the normal course of exis

f

the identity imp ted

of developmentdbut,

ence, dysfunctional (e.g., when he sots

the goal, for himselfoof "becoming his own man" 'or when Popeye,/ or a, wife,

desire him to be more "independent");

\°

How do individuals go about modiffing their routines and sub-routines?

Kelly15 hes suggested that, in the realm of interpersonal relations at

least, the human problem solver generates hypotheses and tests them,

essentially like the behavior of the soientist (although perhaps lets

r
systematic and controlled). That is, he uses his behavior to,pose

questions (sub-problems) about himself others, states of the world,

etc. However, hiv"questions" may be roast in the form of tentative

conclusions (h7potheses) which can (it is assumed "by the problem solVer)
.40XW

be confirmed or 4isconfirmed by the evidence .generated' by acting as ifram

the hypothesis were true. The adoletcent-,girl, 'Who is troubled by doubts

of her "loveability,' may hypothesize that sheis "unloveable" and "test"

the hypothesis by making a suicide ttempt threat .or gesture. The

hypothesis would1presumably he confirmed it. he results of her act

.

.

were censure, rejection and lack' of concern ''by certain individuals.
f

Sympathy, affection and suppnl" would, one world suppose, disconfirm
/

the hypothesis and gllow the individual to e tertian-the alternate.

hypothesis that she is "loveable." Although the latter may-occur in

some cases; it frequently does not.- The problem solver may have doubts

32
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about the adequacy ofher experiment: she may, interpret the response

of others as being temporary and expedient, not rev,h ng Oeir;"truen

/

attitudes; or she may disqualify the ferback the grounds that it

was role,behavior'(e.g., on the part of)men al health personne1)\

and not an indication of personal feelin s. in addition, the problem

solver using this kind of strategy freq. ently with the same individuals'

may fulfill her own prophecy; others wo ld doubt her credibility and

tend to provide negative feedback. Tho s, the individual who tests

*

these kinds of hypotheses may stack the cards towards maintenance of

the initial hypothesis.

An example of hypothesis testing in the area of occupational

identity is provided by a medical student Who, during hLs third year

clinical rotations, was entertaining the hypothesis that he could be

a surgeon. Confirmatory evidence was provided by his fascination with

surgical problems and procedures. However, he found that his nervous-

ness revealed itself in poor,motor coordination when he was wielding

a scalpel. The hypothesis "I can be a surgeon":was subsequently

abandoned and a different specialty identity hypothesis entertained. ,

Hypotheses do not appear "out of the blue," of course. Constraints

on the hypotheses which an individual can possibly, entertain are

imposed by characteristics of the current problem solving system and .

the task environment. For example, an individual'who has, in the past,

frequently represented himself with negatively valued attributes is

j-likely to form hypotheses cast in the nature of negative identity
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statements. And the individual embedded in a matrix of relatiOn

ships in which significant others'define him.as "crazy" would

hard pyt not to-entertain such a hypothesis about himself. The

variability in personal bistorietkand the.equivocality of evidence

produced by individual hypothesis testingresults in diversi.ky

of hypotheses in the personal-social realm.

Besides being diverse, hypotheses can be phrased in terms of.

different "levels" of generality. For example, one can hypothesize

that he is inadequate as a surgeon, ina,iequate as a physician or

inadequate as. a human being. The implications of confirmatory evidence

for modification of the person's sell'structures obviously depends on

formulation of the hypothesis. In one case only minor changes, in the

way one represents himself to himself might.be required while in

another case wide/ranging effects migh be expected.. According. to

Newell and Simon,16 ". . . ongoing chartgeivin'the cognitive system
(

must ,he capable of,being assimilated by the system that is already

t ere; at.the same time that the latter remains in reasonable working

order." Thus,.onemight expect gross changes identity for example,

01'
.

to'be quite .xre, accompanied by confusion and vat disruptions in

normal (for 1the individual) problem solving Ore edurei, and dependent

on A combination of ia particular kitid of orobl solving system and'.

/4
a partittl? kind ox amount of "evidence.;" Conversion experiences,

1$0

such sa'occurredwith one medicarstudent who quit echoofto become

a pr athir in a religious sect, appear to have this kind of character

to/them. The more usual circumstance appears. to be incorporation of

34
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of changes at a lower level of generality -- at a sub-routine

level. Thus, a medical student might change his operational definition

of "helpfulness" to involving doing less for patients and,not

going out of his way while retaining the ,concept of himself as. being

"helpful." His behaVior has changed, but the way he thinks of himdelf

,

.
.

(in trait terms) has not.
17-..,,.

Similarities and Differences in Probli solvers 4/111'

In the conceptual framework prsented above no mention has
.

been made of particular contents of problem solving systems (except

by way of illustration). It has been assumed that the individual

has mechanisms for abstracting elements from a task environment and

representing them ina problem solving space; that he,has strategies

for reducing differences between initial and terminal states; and

that, in problems/inVolving social interaction at least, he must

represent himself and the other(s) in some way. ,B1.4 jltst what the

contents of'hia'representations and strategies are
_

and hew they might

be measured are not specified. An individual must have an. identity
.

(self-concept) in order to attack certain kinds oeirroblems, for example,

but the conceptual scheme, as it now stands, says nothing bout the

attributes dr dimensions of this representation. It is possible to
. '

cOnceive of a state of affairs, then, in which each problem solving

iyetem is unique, i.e., where the structural or organizational

differences are so great_a's to preclude comiarisons.18

However, there are factors which place limits on the kind Q. of

human information processing systems. that marAtvelop and whidh lead'
,

35
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to some degree of structuel similarity. The first of these is, of

course,' the nature of the biological systems comprising man. While

there are individual differences even here (e.g.1 in.short-term

^meiory capacity), the basic structure and functioning of these,

Systems is highly similar across individuals. The limits within
I

. ,..

'which it is pose ble for these structure& to operate make certaiDom-

kinds of info Lion processing procedures possible and exclude others.
---__ .

The other major factor (or set of factors) whi iv keS for

741similarity of problem solving structures is common" experience. One

,
/ /

type of common experience is that produced by exposureAtb a common
t

Array of problem clement representations (e,g., co epta) and,problei
2

solving strategies, i.e. to "a COmmongculture (or ub:6-culture in

the ,case where there Is differential'exposure tote members of the
,

array). This includes the "common sense" knowle ie of a society,

the main characteristic of which, according to i:. Pet ra,19 is itp

. . intimate connection with the practical\Coneer4 of-a society,

the particularirules and purpoPes of its institntions,.and the more
, !

' personal relationships of" its members." 'Prom s point of view; ,the

array of emotion, motivation and trait terms a ailAble to meMbers

. , .r
of.a culture constitute conceptual "templates' fOr -dealing with inter-

personal Ptoblems.

Another type of Conn experiente, not entir y deparate ,from

the first, is provided by exposure ,to similar task environments..,,

That is, "If we put several humans in the same ptoblem pituation, if /,..--..

they have the same goals, and if they have sufficient ability to solve

36



the..problem, then many features of their behavior are given the

same shape by the task environment. As we have seen, the shape

imposed by the task 0. effective even if the humans. ate not quite

able to solve the problem, for the same^task features appear obvious

n^
to all of them and'are responded io'similarly." *SiMilarity in the

appearance of task features, it should be noted, is dependent upon

in the information processing systems of the problem

solvers. While.the authors quoted were referring, to a sett f

relatively simple tasks, it is believed that the'principle holds true

when developmental and'interpersotiSl.tasks are considered, e.g.,

"rebel ious" adolescents may construe the problem with their parents

(

in quite similar ways.

Insofar as problem solvers differ in the operating characteristics

of their basic biological systems, in their experience (including the

tuning and ordtring of experience), or in-combinations of these elements,

one. can expect to find individual

//the more ill-defined the problem,

I
'will make a difference. That is,

differences in problem solving behavior.

the more likely that these differences

when it is Possible tb fill in the

open tonstraintp (in goal statements, referenti of attributes, permis-

sible '60erations, crite ia of 'solution, etc.) im many ways, there is

.
; .

the possibility, for variability between 'individuals. Social,-interper-

sonal angife style probf s Orovide such ill-definedness, of course.
...

A. vector of individual differences' in problem solving stems
, I

may be.defined as any meaaiirable characteristic of problem solving

37
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perforraance in a given task that differentiates memb f a set of

subjects. Oince the performance itself requires
functioning of a

total system, howevir t the between.subject variation in what is

measured pr+bly will not refldct individual differences in just

one componen of their systems. For example, if the task is to

repeat a series of numbers in the order given, individual d fferencis

the number. of digits repeated may arise from difference's in short-

-1

term memory capacity or from differences in the amount of "a xiety"

expe iended 14 subjects (t7hidh, in turn, may be a function of the ways

in ich subjects reProsent theMselves in relation to the tes ladmin,

is ator or to an imaginarY."judge" of theit%perormance), Th measure

m h also reflect some characteristic of the syatem as a whole, e.g.,

t'e 4ntegration of its parts. .0Oncept,of (general intelligence)

is)an example in the realm
:

alof i telleCtu,abilities, while intr ion-

t,
extraversion maybd a. parallel'In the pera nality realm.

.
/

Two general approaches have been takjen ro the problem of a Ile re

reflecting multiple influen es. The fir Of these involves, cons. rutting

4

tasks so as to.minimize th contribut e of certain 14ocesses as umed

to be taki g place, while imaximizihi the contributio4 of others to the

between ubject variations. Thus, if ,one reduces the d nds made on the

perceptdal-discriminative Processes by simplifying di sensory display,

on the motor or execution processes by sellcting wel l- learn and, simple

response alternatives, and on short-term memory by dealing with 7 4. 2

"elements," then the contribution of "central" processes to inter-subjict

variation may be increased. With this approaCh the identification of

g8
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organizational or "total .system" influences is difficult if not

impossible.

The alternative approach involves giving each subject a number

of tasks which are assumed to have something in common or to require

similai kinds-of information processing operations. Then, by an

analysis of covariations betwieen different measures, common sources of

variation may be "extracted." Hybrid measures may then be constructed°

which refl ct the relative contributions of the "common souice" to ,

each task easure. However, this procedure still does not insure

that one as a measure of some discrete,problem solving component,

4.

since fac or may emerge for othefreasons.21

From the vantage point of Ole present conceptual framework, 4"
0

vectors of individual.differences in problem solving systems may

take many forms. They may fall7int areas:traditionally designated

by the term
'14

pe sonality" or into ire s traditionally the province of

"intelligence" /and "abilities." Theymay deal. with specifid contents

of problem sol ing systems (e.g., the contents f self representations"

or thiconte of-"common sense" knowledge) or with characteristics of

of system or sub-system operation (e.g., "category width," "sharpening"'

vs. ,ievelin " "g," "intuition").
u.

Medical St dents as Problem Solvers

It within this general framewoZ`k of problem solving that the

medical tudent is viewed. The problime to which he must address himself

range f om relatively well-difined to relatiVely ill-defined; from those
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u1
.

This may involve sub-prabIems of skill and.knowledge acquisition and,
tD

in some cases, the sub-problem of impression-management vrith faculty.

vl
He must deal with the problems of relating to other people in the

, .
r

world of medicine: patients, colleaguei, nurses, administrators, etc.

For these kinds of problems'he may have to solve the sub-problems of

-33-

which must be tackled immediately to those 'which can be worked on

for several years; from those with relltively circumscribed strategic

implications, to those having broad and far-ranging. Mplications; from

thole for which previously acquired routines Apply to those requiring

largely new methods of information processing. He must face the survival

tasks of being,a student: passing tests and earning acceptable evaluations'.

how to "tigpresent" these others in his problem:solving space. And
.11

he may have to expand or modify-his own self concept. In the long - range,

the medical student needs solve the problems of specialty choice
.

)

to

work setting selection----, and practice style. These problems also

...I
require\identity knowledge: what one likls 'dislikes, is good at,

1,.

is poor at, what one's priorities are, etc. -- an4 the-constiaints may

.1 still .be "open" in the individuals representation'ofhimself, i.e., in

his prior problem solving he may not have had; to "know limself " along

the dimensions needed for eOlutionlof the presentproblems. The sub-:

problems of representing alternative specialties,. *7k settings, prtice

styles and their attributes must also be solved in order to match self

and "niche."

The medical school environment, besides being acmulti-task environ-

ment for the student, is a source of information4'.0 pool of pntential.



problem element representations and prototypic problem solutions.

That is,.the faculty and staff of a. medical school present to the

student a diverse array of leatning experiences, colincepts, role

models, values, attitu4es, etc. This/diversity in itself may consti-

t

,tute a problem for the student,, namely, choosing which, if any, of

(

the imagit presented he should incorporate into his own problem

solving system. For exampTie, representatives of sbme specialties

may exhort the' future physician to understand the. mental life of

patients bile representatives of other specialties may disregard

such phenomena altogether. Who "is the student to believe? How

Can such discrepant approaches to patienti bt reconciled? Obviously

there are several possible ways of going about this'iorting and evalu-

ting task. The student/could proceed empirically, for Xample, by

tentatively assuming some role and checking to "see how it "fits him

and/or the situation. He could simply disqUalify information from

certain sources (e.g., those with low status in-the medical community):

He could develop a set-of criteria for filtering out information that

is not relevant to what he construes as his future role as *physician.

Hi could use the expressed judgments of his peers as guides to

"whether or not certain information should, be incorporated.

It seems likely that what the mediCal'itudent *rives' to build

into his own, problem solving system and the way he builda,it in

will'begoverned ,not only by that portion of medical life presented

to him by his environment or by minimall requirements for graduation,

JP Ma

but also bYlligeneral nature of the problem solving system with which
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I

he begins. That is, the person's problem salving system,to.some

A

degree, directs its own development. Thus, for example, the person.

who prefers to deal with problems in a planned aniforderlycmanner might

be "turned off" by content areas thinly populated with such systeastists,

and may identify with a fatuity member who seems to approach problems

in his preferied fashion.. The foci 'of the present study are the

__-
contributions of (what are assumed to be) pre-existing problem solving

systems to the further elaboration and specification of those systems

within the context of medicine. Specifically, various types of

problem solvintsystems, identified on the basis of personality

characteristics, are, used to predict medicine-related values,

career dispositions, expectations and perceptions of student-faculty

interaction and certain kinds of medical school performance.

7
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degree, directs its own development. Thus, or example, the person

who prefers to,deal with problems in a planned and orderly manner might

be,"turned off" by content areas thinly populated with such systematists

and may identify with a faculty member who seems to approach problems
(r.

in his preferred fashion. The foci of. the present study are tils,

Contributions of (what are assumed to.be)Tre-exisringProblem solving

systems to the further elabotationrand specification of thou systaws

within the context of medicine. Specifically, various types of

problem solving ystems, identified on the basil o( personality.

.

characteristics are:used' to .predict medicine-related valtesi;;

career disliesitions,.expectations and perceptiOns of student-faculty

interaction and certain kinds of medical school performance.
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CHAPTER 3

METH3DOLOGICAL ORIENTATION: IVE-TYPOLOGICAL APPROACH

In the taxonomic schemes oi the natural sciences the proper-
,

ties of an entity are seen as being due to_the typ OT entity

is (e.g.,.its species membership): because this entity is a

bird rather than a cat, yotX may expect it to fly rather than

meow. Explanation-4s in terms of type. or category rather than.

in terns of variations -,in degrees of attributes or linear combin-
t

ations of attributes (as inAnultiple linear regression). That is,

it is not assumed that a given range 'of values on some attri4pte. j

Meanfs or implies the same thing, irrespective of the rantes of

values of other'attributes pith which it is combined: A body

D temperature near zero,degrees centigrade, for example, means soner

thing different in a hibernating bear than itdoes in a man (or

even in the same bear when he. isn't hibernating).?Similarly, a

moderate level of anxiety has different Terformanoe, implications

inthe context of "easy" as opposed to "hard" tasks and in intro-

L

verts as opposed to extroverts. In these examples the entities

(bears vs. men, hard vs. easy tasks, introverts vs. extroverts)

must be considered qualitafivelydifferaiAystems even though

they may share certain measurable attribute _dimensions (body

temperature, anxiety level).

In the present study, the taxonomic method is used to identify

different types of problem solving systems in medical students and

investigate their differential behavio

setting. It is assumed that different

43.

r in h Medical school

type of problem solving

It.
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syste0s exist in the m dical student population and can be

9h the basis of-what /are considered "persdnality" indices; that

these different ty s react to the medical school experience in"'

4

different ways; a d that the result is different carver pathways

'914 professional outcomes.

Types of Types

Use of the term-"type" in everyday speech is often loose and

indiscriminate even though it is basically a statistiFal.doncept.

English and English
I

refer to such, usage as, "statistical.- concepts

without statistics" meaning that htypee-are postulatedwithout

the necessary factual, basis. An example of Itch usage is Where

a slingle'individual is made the baSis for a,type,'e.g., a .'"Lincoln

Type." This is more properly an archetype or'prototype condept:
too

an origil model which embodies a,set oftcharacterieticsvto the

greatest extent. While of some value in theorizing and communi-
,

dating tiPaudiences familiar'with.the archetype, it is limited in

itt empirical usefulness -- only one person fits the type.

Mhen opposite extremes on a normal distribution of some

characteristic are taken as "types;" one is dealing with what.are

referred to as'po1ar types. This usage assumes that the extremes

are discontinuous with those cases in an intermediate range, e.g.,

that introverts and extrailerui constitute different kinds of

entities from those individuals falling in between. Critics of

this usage of type refer to it as the "type fallacy;" arguing

that establishment of "cutting points" in a con:tiy uous normal

distribution is an arhitrary affair.

4I
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.The modal type, is defined by high modal frequencies of occur-

recce at certain Points in a. distribution or set of'distributions.

,Ah example of a bimodal distribution might be the frequency of

occurrence of different heights for a combined population of

Pygmies and Watusies.

Of'most relevance to the present paper is the species type; ,

or multidimensional modal type. Cattell
2
defines it as "the

central profile tendency found in a defined subgroup of a-popu-

r

.1.

tion, which is measurable on certain dimerkion. The Etubgroup

`'pot arbitrarily defined but recognized by its constituting an.
...

usual medal frequency of occurrence and segregation n the

1

general population on a dimension or combination 'of dimensions."

More simply,/eard defihes thiskind of type as 11 ... a group of

persons-who are distinguished by a common set of characteristics
r

that- set members Apart from others. A type, is a'multivariate

conceit; all members are characterized by a specific range of

scores, on the various ditensions of'individual variation employed

to desOtibe them." In multidimensional distributions, it is

possible. for modes to occur in an overall pattern even when they/

'do not occur in e6chof the constituent dimensions.

shown diagrimmatically in Figure 2.

is is

Another distinction, based on the methods used in forming

types, is that between special purpose or. criterion referenced

types afid general purpose or "natural" types. In the former,"

entities are grouped together simply because they poSsess valueS

10
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on attributes which are predictive of some criterion. For example,

if responseto a tranquilizing medication is used to define a type,

'individuals with widely.differingchaiacteristics.and disorders

may all be grouped together. Such a typeyould have very little

usefulness beyond the area in which it was developed. For each

new criterion a new type would have tole formed. By'contrastv

natural types are formed solely from\the frequency' distribution

of entities in the score space produced_by the measurement dimen-

sions. No constraints are imposed to produce any particular kind

or number of types or dimensionsrthe'types so formed are of ."like

nature" and can be related empiriCally to any.-number of criteria

or external.variables.

Advantages of :Typoloees

For the human user,itaxonomic schemes can.reduce the infor-

mation processing and storage demands. made on him, serve as a

mnemonic devise and facilitate communication. Since-a unique'

pattern defines a type', members can be identified, remembered,

and differentiated from nonmembers with comparative ease. In

addition, one. is able to make use of all information which exists

about a type, i.e., by knowing an individual's.type classification

one can make inferences to a large number of attributes or traits.

One of the most important advantages of a typology is that

it can help to identify regularities or laws which would other-

wise be obscured in mixed groups. Two types of individuals, for

example, if they obeyed differentlaws in some situatioi, might

simply cancel each other out if combined for analysis.
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When relationships are strongly non-linear between predictor

and to-be-predicted-variables, a typology can enhance 'prediction.

Complex derivatives, interaction effects, higher order dependen-

ciei and what Catteli4 calls "functional emergents" (non-linear

-functional relationships to a criterion) are,capitalized upon in

fir

typological prediction whereas they are,usu ally ignored in mul- /

0 0

tiple linear regression. This is a case where the whole is more

than the sum of its parts.

Other advantages to typological prediction
5

ire: 1) the

homogeneity for certain types may be so high as to correspond to

z ro error 'of prediction for entities in that Ope; 2) types with

scores on a dependent variable which are more heterogeneous than

that for the total sample4can be identified,, i.e., one can know

for whom one cannot predict.as well as those for whom one can

predict some criterion; 3) no particular mathematical model is

required. Type membership is directly the determiner of predic-

tiod(-

Sources of Types

Cattell
6
has 'suggested three general ways in which multi-

modal, non-normal distributions may arise when people are the

entities and personality characteristics or social behavior are

the dimqnsions of measurement. The first of these, sociological

patterns, has to do with "fitting in" to some niche or ftinction.

"Where there is affiliation or non-affiliation, civilized special-
.

ization, and specific situationally determined personal histories,



there will be non-normal and discrete distributions of single

traits and patterns of traits in short, species types Patterns

may reflect the influences of social ifistitutions, (family, gchool,

church social class) role positions (wife, husband, occupation),

and so on and, insofar as these influences dift6r within the

society, they will generate multimodal distributions.

Genetic patterns may be generated through natural selection
1

of genes or gene combinations or through-the segregation of

groups of genes (as in races or,tVibes),I

Finally, patterns may be created by response to specific

disease agents.
0

Disease syndromes in physical medicine present

obvious examples c5here many attributes are conjointly affected,

but similar phenomena occur-in psychopath,logical o sociopatho-
.

logical disorders. The work of Lorr
7

and Of ICulik et 4.
8

present examples of the latter.,

Idenkfyin$ Types

While infields such as zoology types may immed ately "stand

out" as perceptual wholes, pas is' seldom the, case in he .behavioral

sciences. 'Especially when data is multidimensiiiffal with large

.

numbers of cases, it. is difficult to locate regions of hi density'-

and segregation.(modes) simply by visual scanning. Instead

recourse is made to statistical means for locating groupings

Objects with high mutual similarity..

4 9
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The first step in typological, analysis is to decide upona

set of attribute dimensions for comparing individuals. ideally,

ali'major dimensions pf variation in the attribute domain of

interest should be included so that important factors are not

'left out ins, the determination of Similarity between entities:

Unfortunately, to do so in areas of study r quiring humaneub-

:Jetts is often virtually impossible an a traordinary time
0

commitment might big required of each person and the number of

individuals needed to obtain reliable mo al points would bg huge.

,
In addition, the independence of/measu es could not be assured

so that the efficiency of ect characterization would not, be

-

maximal. (The latter.prob em might becircuMvented by a procedure

such as factor analytic reduction acirariablea to a smaller Set

of independent dimensioni prior to scoring.the entities).

lifter entities are measured each of the variables or

dimensions, one can proceed directly to search this muitidimen-
,

sional "space" for modes by the "systematic space density search

method." That is, ohedivides.the'Coordinatea into convenient,

intervals and counts the number of entities in each "square."

There are teAnical difficulties, with thisapproach, however, in

that the number of units to be counted becomes very large as the

number of variables and intervals increases.

In the alternative approach, the 'inter -id (entity) relational

approach,
fi9 some index pf similarity between entities is sought

and pair -wise comparisons are made between each subject and every

other subject as an intermediate step to finding areas of high

VT

5r



density and se regation. (The.pcisitions of types -in, the score

space are fouPd later.) The correlation coe ficient is usually

rejected, for this purpose because it does not reflect differences
t

'in profile IeVel and steepness: A distance function, based on

the Pythagorean theorem (a
2
= b

2
+ c2) but generalized

number of dimensionsis frequently used either directly or

corrected fr or differences in measurement units, number of dimen-
o

.

sions, and distante values 'to be expected by chance (as in

Cattell's r

Finally, a method for searching a matrix of similarity

indices and finding groupings of entities, if they exist, must

be selected. Although a nuMber of procedures have beeh devised

for this purpose,
10 only the one used in the present .study will-

be described.

The BC-TRY 0-Typing
11.procedure combines aspects of both

the systematic space density search and inter-id relational

approaches. ghat is, .a set of arbitrary sectors of. the

sional score space ("hyperspace") is initially define& For

example, if five dimensions are each divided into foUrths, one

obtains 1024 sectors. The pattern of scores defining each sector
I

are computed And entities are sorted into one of these sectors

/ on the basis of their score patterns. \Sectors containing two

. .

,.

percent or more of the sulldects are retained and "the other

sectors discarded.
I
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Centroids for ch of the ocaried sectors are then computed.

A cettroid of a cluster of point is that point from which the sum

of the deviationsf of observed po ts is zero. These Centroids'are

then. used to define clusters. The initial, arbitrary sectors are

o.

discgided.

The distance in hyperspace between each'silbject and each

'centroid is computed and subjectsare reassigned to centroid

, clusters On the basis of the smallest distance. Some. subjects-

are 0shifted from one centroid to another inn the process. Clus7

tets are discgrded if they lose' all their members by reassignment

and, if the distance between two clusteig is,smaller than some

criterion value, the clusters are merged.

After reassignment, new centroi s are computed ana the

subjectg again reassigned to cluster . This iterative process

continues until cliuster membership shows no change in any reassign-

ment cycle. Within these final clusters ("0-types"), the inter-

correlationscorrelations between cluster scores are essentially zero, i.e.,

the Scores of-all Subjects are about the same.

Typological Prediction

Once types are identified they can be treated like any other

,4

set of categories. Thus, associations between type and "outside"

4ariables may be found by anaaysis of variance, t-test, chi-square,

et,c. Iti the BC-TRY system comparisons are made between'each type

and the total set' of scores. For each 0-type, the program drawl

52
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random samples of a size determined by the s ze of the dltype
-

.

from the full sample,of,scor'es on the depend

distrib-Aion of tht means. and homogeneities

plotted d compared with the mean and hOmogen

nt variable. The

o these samples are

ety of the 0-typ'e

n being di'fferent

proportioh of

ed for the 0-type.

bution of the

of interests The probability- of thq 0-type me

from the me of the full sample is given. bys tit

Retailer-0U. 'larger than that- obser

No.aseumption out theformof the score die-tr

;sampled mean

dependent Variable are necessary.
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CHAPTER. 4

METHODS

Subjects
. .*

IDit\swete collected from 166'medical students
1
at the

University of.New Mexico School of MediCine. This number

represents about 90 percent of*all potential- student re-

sponders., Except for, career preference ratings, which

were, collected at the end of the 1971 School year, fll

questionnaire data were collected in 1970. Academic per-

I
formance, MCAT and National Boards information was retrieved

at appropriate periods. The numbers of subjects in each ,

class were as follows:

Class of1974

Class of'1973

Class of 1972

Class of 19 71

Class of 1970

Total

48

n et 37

n- 26

q

II"' 21 .

-r 6f0

o.

Because of missing data on some subjects for some
feo

variables, the total number of 4ubjects fhictuates from

analysis to analysis.

Isolation of the Personality Types

Responses to two personality inventories provided the

basic data for the personality typology. 'The lb- Personality
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,

0
748

0 Patter Questionnaire' is ,a lector analytically derived

set of 16 scales:"

A. Sizothymia (resit-vett) vs. Affectothymia (outgoing)

B. Low Intelligence vs. High Intelligence

. .

C. Low Ego Strength (easily upset) vs. High Ego Strength

..:
(emotionally stable), ,

p

E. 'Submissiveness vs. Dominance

F. Desurgeecy (serious) Vs. Surgen y-(happy-ge+lucky)
''k

J-

. G; Weak Superege'Strength (expedien, ),vs., Strong
Superego Strength (censtientiou)

.

Threctia (shy)v. Parmia (secially bold)
it

1

I

f

P.' -Harris (taugh-mihded). vs. Premsia (ttrder-minded)

Alaxia {trusting) vs. Pretension (suspiCipus)

M. Praxernia (practical) vs. Autia (imagin2a5WIST

N. Artlessness (unpretentioes) vs. Wiewdnegs
(seCially ware)

0. ntroubled Adequacy (self-assured)
Proneness{selfreproathing)

-ConserVativpm (respecting of traditional ideas)
vs.' Radical (experimenting)

,

Group Adherence (group dependence) vs. Self-
Sufficiency (prefers own decisions)

Q
3

LOW Self-Sentiment Integration (undisciplined
Self-Conflict) vs. High Strength of Self-
Sentiment {controlled, socially pret4se)_

Q1

-Q2

vs. Guilt

lo

Q4 Low Ergic Teasior0(relaxed)-vs. High Ergic
Tension (tense, driven)-

The uncommon labels attached to some of these scales-
,

are a. result of its method of construction: dimensions

discovered- and ,identified on the basis of empirical.

evidences and not forced to,fit a priori Concepts. Most

5
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of the dimensions have emerged in analyses of behavior

-ratings, life history data and laboratory behavioralests,
,

as well as in questionnaire data.

The second perscnality inventory ers-Briggs

Type Indicator
3

, is based on Jungian personality theory

and purports to measure four broad aspects of personality:

Extraversimi or Introversion: the preference for,----..

directing one's perceptibn and judgment upon one's --

environment or towards the worldof ideas,

Sensing or Intuition: reliance on direct perceiving
through the five senses or reliance on indirect
perceptiOn via the unconscious.

Thinking
.

F eling: the preference. for judgment

ILIarrived t Qt an impersonal, true-false basis or
on the ba 4i Of personal valuatimra.the object.

.;./ ' i,
n

Judgment' Or Perception: reliance on judgment ,

processes (Thinking or Feelin.g) or reliance on

perceptive processes (Sensing or Intuition)- in 4

dealing with the outer rld. . `..

Both of these inventori s have,a large.amount-of
\

research literature assOciated with them,-4 and have been

used in studies of medical studens andphysicians
5.

Combined they provide fairly broad coverage of -attrite------

occurring in "normal" populations. '
1.

When the 24 scales were subjected to variable cluster

analysis (factoring), five relatively independent second=

order dimensions were bbtained
6
:

Is Extraversion vs. Introversion was defided by the .

scales of the s4ne names do the Myers-Briggs

plus the 'Panda vs. Threctia"sqale on the 16-PF.

Moderate loadings occurrecifon the "Surgencyys.

56
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of the dimensions have emerged in analyses of behavior

ratings, life history data and laboratory behavioral tests,

as well asin questionnaire data.

The second perscnality inventory, the Myers- Briggs

Type Indicator
3,,

is based on Jungian personality theory

and purports to measure ,four broad aspects of personality:

Extrilversion,or Introversion: the preference for
directing one's perception and judgment upon one's
environment or towards the-world of ideas.

Sensing or Intuition: 'reliance on direct perceiving
through the five senses or reliance on indirect
perception via the unconscious.

Thinking or Feeling: the preference for judgment
arrived at,on an impersonal ue-false basis or

on the basis of personal valdati n of the object.

Judgment or Perception: relianc on'jcidgment

processes (Thinking or Feeling) or reliance on
perceptive processes (Sensing or Intucition) in
dealing with the outer. world,

1

Both of theses inventories have a large amount of

research literature ass ciated with them
4
And have been'

used in studies of medical students and physicians
5

.

Combined they provide fairly broad coverage of attributes_

occurring in "normal''' populations.

When the 24 scales were subjected to'variable cluster

analysis (factoring), five relatively independent second-

order dimensions were obtained
6

:

l.' Extraversion vs. Introversion was defined by the

scales of the same names- on the Myers - Briggs

plus the "Parmia vs. Threctia" scale on the 16-PF.

Moderate loadings occurredeon the ".Surgency vs.

56
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A

Desurgency" and "Self-suffici ncy vs. Group

Adherence" scales of the 16-PF

The dimension seems.to rep esent social

extroversion as it is commo ratt6d and

corresponds to Cattell's second-stratum factor

of "Exvia vs. Invia." The high scorer. is

socially bold, likes interpersonal contact,' is

talkative; enthusiastic and impulsiVe. The

loW Scorer is Shy, introspective, silent,

inhibited in self-expreas4ion and may be /(roubled

by feelings of inferiority.

Rule -Bound V5. Unconstrained was defined'primarily

by the "Judging" and "Perceiving" stales of the

16-PF. The "Strength of Self-sentiment" scale

achieved moderate loadings in three of the four

analyses performed.

The dimension appears to oppose a preference

for order, control and planning to a preference

for spontaneit and novelty. The person'scoring

at the "Rule-Bou d" end is concerned with moral

standards and with his social image or reputation.

He may be regarded by others,as compulsive;

_socially precise and' responsible. The person

'scoring at the "Unconstrained" pole may be seen.
. ,,

as frivolous, .self-indulgent or lax. The dimension
.4

seems to represent the extent to, which behavior'

5%



is self-controlled by adherence ;to exacting,
i

.

socially-approved standards or, ideals.
0

i

3. Feeling vs. Thinking loaded the` Myers- Briggs"

scales of the same names as well as "Premsia

vs. Harria" on the l6-PF.

.
;

Corresponding to Cattell's second-stratum

,factor of "Pathemia vs. Cortertia," a sympath ticft

tender - minded, - humanistic approach is represented

at one end o the dimension while a preference

for logical, impersonal judgment is represented

at thefother end. he person scoring at the

"Thinking" end isself\-reliant, unsentimental,

and keeps to the point in group distussion.NThe

"Feeling".individual is likely to be described

as expecting affection and attention, sensitive,

indulgent, and, often, socially concerned.

4. lavergence vs. Conventionality of Thought was

defined primarily by the "Sensing" and "Intuiting"

scales- of the Myers-Briggs with "Autik" "Radicalism"

and "Dominance" achieving low 'to moderate loadings.

The low scorer is practical and accepts the

limitations of traditional condpptua izatio
o

whereas the high scorer is fascinaC 4 by the,-

'world Of ideas and stFesses originality, innovation,

.experimentation and coMplexity.

44,
58
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5. Anxiety vs. Adjustment was defined only by 16-PF
,

scales ("Ergic Tension "ggo.Strength," "Guilt .

Pronenegft," "Protension,"'"Strenfth-of Self7sentimentr.

.
.

and iS equivalent to Cattell!s second stratum

factor of the same name.

The high scorer is easily upset, feels dis-

tressed, worries and experiences inner conflict.

He may be moody and irritable and project his .

tension upon environmental events. The.lew

scorer is mature, relaxed, resilient in the face.

of adversity, and possesses an integrated and

acceptable concept of self. The very low scorer

may lack the motivation fOr persisting at

difficult tasks.

Factor scores were computed for each subject "on each of

these five dimensiops and the BC-TRY 0-Typing procedure

appligi. The mean factor'scores fon, the tOelve types which

were iientified by this analysis ate shown in Table 1 along

41 with the percent of students fallids. into each type and a

measure of the "tightness" of subject scores within each

type (an average homogeneity of 1.00 would mean that every

subjec: in the type achieved exactly the same scores on all

five dimensions).

Ten of the twelve types have at least one score dillension

for which its mean is one or more standard deviations limn

the mean for the total group. In terms of personality

59
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CLUSTERS ,

I'. , II. ,III7----i5TT' V. /Average Percent of
0- TYPES Rule- Extra- Feeling Intuition Anxiety Homo- Students

Bound version geneity

/

1. 34.87 52.49. 56.46 59r14 58.38 .87 08

2. 37.7L6 34.23 52.93 57.97 56.00 .76 ,07

3. 3548 52.51 68.03 59.21 50.48 .85 06

4; 55.94 43.40 (-3.17 43.33 54.74 .79 11

5. 54.66
\

40.41 49:51' 37.21 52.04 ,78 09

6. 47,42 57.34 47.67 '49.04 36.39 .91 06.

7. 49.91 47.40 45.85 52.66 49.57 .86 13.

8. 44.42 47.84 53.7i\ 50.70 72.97 .84 05
, .

/ 9. 5.24 52.67 57.25 57.70 41.76 .84 13

10. 53:10 55.34 61.92 35.14 50.77 .88 04

11. 57.30 63.51 43.73 57.43 '46.13 .86 09

12. 63.01 59.39 48.48 37.04 42.27 .82 09

-TABLE

MEDIC STUDENT TYPE SCORES AND HOMOGENEITY

60
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characteristics, then, the types are highly distinctive,
1

The "'average" medical student type, Type 7, is average in

both the sense that it has the largest number of memberS

and in the sense that scores on the five dimensions are

near the means for the total group. However; this average

category includes only a small percentage of the total group.

Figure 3 depicts the similarities and differences

between types in terms of a hierarchical condensation chart.

The basic types can be merged into higher-order types of

subjects on the basis of the distance (in five-dimensional

space) separating them. Thus, Type 1 and Type 3 merge to

form a new type at a Euclidean distance,-of-about 14. This

new type, fn tarn, can be merged with Type 2 if the distance

criteria is relaxed to a value of 20.5. At the tip of

the pyramid all groups are merged into one large type

embracing all individuals.

The Predicted Variables'

For each of the twelve types, on each of 105 continuous

variables, a mean and standard deviation were calculated and
6

compared to a distribution of 300 means or standard devia-

tions computed from random samples of scores. selected from

1 tke total pool of scores on the variable. In addition,

deviation from chance occurrence was evaluated for 15 non-

.)

continuous variables by means of the X2 test. Brief descrip-

tions of the variables are given below.
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Student-Faculty Role ,Questionnaire"

The Student- Faculty Role Questionnaire (SFRQ) was

designed to identify significan dimensions of the,student-

faculty relationship and to assess individuals with respect

to these dimensions,a- Ita items are of two types: expectation

items wirich request judgments about the importance of certain-

student and faculty behaviors; and perceived enactment items
.1+

which request judgments about the degree to which expecta-

tions are seen as being met in the subject's, current situation.

Separate cluster analyses were periOrMed on the expectation

items and perceived enactment items. as well as on the set of

scores Lrived from the discrepancies between matched pairs

of expectation and perceived enament.items.

In the expectation realm (SFRQ-1) the variables measured

are:

1. Ideal Student Role: the-degree to which students

should really invest themselves in the wOrk,af a,

course, seriously consider What faculty 'Soy, b

enthusiastic abont learning-, show Interest in course
rt

material, be punctual, show academic scholarship,

be orderly and prodnptive, etc.

Academic vs. Clinical Orientation: the' importance

of becoming egood teaCher, being theoretically

oriented, developing research skills, as opposed

to e importance of becoming a good clinician,

eing practically oriented, gaining experience

Working with patients.

63
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3s PsychosociocUJtural Sensitivity: the value placed

upon learning about psychological, social, and

cultural factorSin so far as they are relevant

to patient care and augment clinical ability.

4. Faculty, Professional Activity: the importance,,

attributed to faculty involvement in non.-teaChing

professional affairs: community participation,

research, clinical work, medical school affairs..

Faculty Accommodation: the importance of faculty

members adjusting their instructional format to

student suggestions and needs.

6. Desire for Informal Relations with Faculty: the

importance of informal contacts with faculty

members,' e.g., informal discussions, one-to-one

talks, social affairs, office visits.

,7. Division of Responsibility in Teaching: the

- relative influence of faculty as opposed to

i
)

students in preparing educational materials,

deciding'whatisimportant to learn, roviding

instruction, determining educational Lthods.

8. Desire for Structure: the importance of

faculty giving prompt feedback, specifying what

is required, encouraging questions and discuss ion,

giving recognition for accomplishments, evaluating

by regular tests.

64
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In the perceived enactme t realm (SORqm2) eight variables

are measured, some of which c trespond t./o ones in the expecta-

tion realm. Thel variables ar

9. Ideal: teacher Role inactment: the perceived

-quality.of faculty teaching behavior: being orderly,

productive, well-Organized, interesting, good at

lecturing, able to excite Student, curiosity, etc.

Perceived Division of Influence in Education: the

perception variable corresponding to "Division of

Responsibility" in expectations.

11. Perceived Psychosocial Emphasis: the enactment

form of "Psychosociocultural Sensitivity."

12. Perceived Faculty Considerateness to Patients; the

way faculty are erceived as conducting themselves

with patients, .g., requesting permission from

patients for pr cedures to be carried out, explaining

procedures to patients, being considerate.

13. Perceived Fac lty Socio-emotional Role Enactment:

the degree t.o,which faculty members are seen as

going out of their way to.be helpful.to students,

giving recognition, encouraging informal visits end

one-to-one talks, being friendly and supportive,

helping students work out problems and understand

themselves.

65
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14. PeTceive& Emphasis on Student Personal Development;

the amount of emphasis seen as placed on students

finding purpose or meaning in their professional

robs, learning.to understand themselves and the

.com exitiest-of the world.

15. Pe ceived Theoretical-Research E .hasLs: the

e ceived-amount of emphasis given to research

th oretical work.

and

16, Perceived Facult Provision of Siructure:. the

rception form of "Desire for Structure" in

ectations.
4

Discrepancy scores (SFRQ-3) were obtained by subtracting

standard scares for expectation items from corresponding

standard scares for perceived enactment items, than standard-

izing the esulting difference measures. These scores are

presumably an index of the degree of satisfaction or dissatis-

faction wi h the phenomena mentioned in the item, corrected

for initial level of expectation. The dimensions measured

are elabo ated upon only if they did not appear in the

expectat on or perceiyed enactment domains.

17. Faculty Socio-emotional Role Enactment

18. Psychosocial Emphasis

19. Student vs. Faculty-Influence

z-"

20. Community Emphasis: . satisfaction/dissatisfaction

with emphasis on learning to use community agencies

and learning to use information from non-medical

specialists.

66
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21. Faculty Teaching Efficiency: satibfaction/dfs-

satisfaction with the Orderliness and productivity

of educational sessions.

22. Faculty Considerateness to Patients

23. Involvement in Extracurricular Affairs: both

Student and faculty involvement in activities

outside the medical school Are included in this

dimensioh.

44. Student Personal Development

/

/
Physician Ideology Questionnaire

8

The Physician Ideology Questionnaire (PIQ) was designed

with he intention of identifying some of the dimensions

aloe ich respondent values- may vary regarding what an

''ide ysician is and how he acts. Items of the'questioh-

naire' call or judgmehts (on five-point scales) regarding the

importance or value of yarious kinds of physician behavior,

e.g., the respon47t is asked his degree of agreement or

disagreement with tae statement "Adequate treatment cannot

be done unless the doc or's authority over all aspects Of

patient care is clearly e tabllshed and preserved." ;Cluster'

analysis of responses to the items revealed nine dimensions :-

25. vs. Ph sician R onsibilit for Information

Exchange measures the responsibility allocation

(nurse vs. physician) for information-getting.and

giving functions between care-givers and patient
' r

67
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.'plus family. Individual's scoring at one end of

the dimension see discussion of a patient's

condition and post-hospital plans, of resources,

for rehabilitative care, of planned tests and

procedures,, and of the patient's home and family

situation as responsibilities of nurse,

whereas those scoring at the other/extreme w uld

consider them to be physician responsibiliti

26. Community Orientation measures the degree to

which physician involvement in professional

activities

or desirable. \

the community is seen as iOnpo tant

27. -]Empathy and Rapport WI:01 Patients measures the

degree to which it is seen as desirable th t the

e, physician

understan

be able to ereall warm, relaxe

ing atmosphere in which patients feel

free tonexpress their feelings, i.e., the im-

poreance of a good "bedside manner."

28. Nurse Housekeeping Role measures the degree to

which urses should assume responsibility for

carrying out housekeeping directives, e.g.,

maintaining high standards of efficiency and

cleanliness, making sure patients comply with

instructions, investigating complaints bout

housekeeping matters.



r.

29. Patient Knowledge of Diagposis measures the
1.

impokrtancwattriuted to the physician .giving

detailed explanation to the patient wand his

family of the medical problems.

30. Psychological Healer Role measures the importance

of the physician being able to treat emotional

and social problems of patients.

'31.. PsYchoso,ial OrIentation measures the value. seen

d

in the physician being able to explore soci4 -and
s.

emotional- aspects of patient problems, use
a-0

and welfare agencies, and work in -,a, treatment.

team.; being up to date with hehavioral science

....... ,knoriledge,
.

32.- Disease 'Orientation measures the degree' to will

it it considered desirable for the physician

concentrate his .efforts on the technical atpects
,

diagnosis.and otre tmenf- and 1eeve, to others
, . 9

to

the responsibility f rr dealing, with vtcooperatiVe,

neurotic patients and' their ppydiological,

and econoti problemk.

33: h s cian Auk orif measures the importance

-attributed o the physician havihg primary control.

'

o
oyer,his work setting' and all aspects' of patient

o.,

..

cares
a

k

, 4 ,

9,

Career Ilatiags
, . _ , A

. . 2:-----._

Uging .Sever point ' es, students were asked to' rote
. 4

.. i.

their inclination or disinclin n to Irdc t ice in, fifteen ,

. . .V

:69
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..t areas of medicine-and six practice settings. Thesp variables

are:

4-

4it

,.

0

34. Anesthesiology

35

36

-37.

Basic Medical Science (e.g., Pharmacology, Physiology)

Dermatology

Epidemiology, Community Medicine, Public Health-
.

38: Family Medicine, General Practice

39. Internal Medicine (including Cardiology, 4geurolog),
Urology, etc.)

40. Obstetrics-Gynecology'

41. Orthopedics

42. Ophthalmology

44: Qttrhinolaryngology

4,4. Pediatrics

45. PsydhiatrY

46. Radiology

47. Pathology

48. Surgery '

49. Private practice; solo

50. Private practice, group

51. Public institution or agency
city-state health department,

52. Private institution or agency
independent foundation)

53. Researsch

54. Education

(government hospital,
etc.)

(industry, hospital,

Ratings of these twenty-one variables were then cluster -,

analyzed to yield five d mensions:

55. Referral Speci lties

. 56. 'Academic Res arch

',. 57. Inttitutional practice

58. Surgery

59.. Primary care

c.

70
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areas,of medic e and six practice settings. .These variables

are:

,34. Anesthesiology

35. Basic Medical Science (e.g., Pharmacology, Physiology)

36. Dermatology 4
.%

57. Epidemiology, Community Medicine, Public Health

38. Family Medicine, General Practice

39. Internal Medicine (including Cardiology,-Neurolog5,
Urology, etc.)

Obstetrics-Gynecology40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Orthopedics

Ophthalmology

Otorhinolaryngology

Pediatrics

PsyChiatry

Radiology

Pathology

Surgery

49. Private practice, solo,

50. Private practice, group

51. Public institution Or agency (government
city-state health dej'arCment, etc.)

52. Private institution of agency (industry,
independent foundation)

53. esearch

54. Education

hospital,

hospital,

Rati gs.of these twenty-one variables were then

analyzed to yield five dimensions:,

A

55. Referral Specialties

56. 'Academic-Research

57. 'Institutional practice

58. ,Surgery

59. Primary care

II

.0

cluster-

'
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Academic Ability and Achievethent easures

60%, MCAT Vexbal score

62. MCAT Quantitative score

62. MCAT General Information score

63. 'MCAT Science score
4

64. MCAT Average score

65. Undergraduate grade point average

66. Success Score ,Year I (The "Success Index" was a

rating on a scale [one to nine] derived`by review

of all promotion committee meeting notes and

subject block grades_and reflects overall per,-

formancefor the year.)

67. Clinical ScienceI grade
10

68. Medical Biology I grade
11

69. Success Score Year II

70. Clinical Science II grade

71. Medical Biology II grade

72. Anatomy section score; National. Boards Part I'

73. Physiology section score, NatiOnal Aoards.Part I

74. Biochemistry section score,. National Boards

Part I 4

75. Pathology section score, National B ards.Part I

76. Microbiology ,sectidn score, National oards

Part I

77. Pharmacology sectiowiscore, National .Boards

Part I ,,c
qt.

Academic achievement measures for the last two yearsof

5,

medical school were not yet.available for enough subjects.in

the sample to make typological predictiota..

Perceptions of Goals, of the Medical School

'Judgments were obtained.(on one to ,seven scales) as to the

"end product" goals of the medical schobl. The alternatiVes

rated were:

"0

er,

71
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78. to develop/clini fans

79. to develop researc ers

80. to develop administrators

81. to develop' teachers

Preferred Methods of Learning

Students were asked to rank seven educational methods

in terms of their "learning best". Retrospective judgments

1

about their choices when entering medical school constituted

one set of scores and current judgments constituted "another

set. The variables were:

82., 83. Didactic' lectures (student,led)

84., 85. Didactic lectures (instructor led)

86# 87. Group, discussion (student led)

88., 89. Group. discussion (instructor led):.

90., 91. Independent Study projects

92., 93. Clinical rounds and conferences

94., 95. Tutorials

Use of Leisure Time

In order to get some idea of collateral role activity -

preferences, subjects were asked to indicate the frequency

that they engaged in.various kinds of leisure tittle pursuits.
ez.

Using a five point scale ("daily" 9 "less than monthly").

they rated:

96. Meeting of civic, church, political or other task-

oriented groups.

97. Structured recreational groups (such as team

sports, bridge clubs, draw clubs).
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98. Professional-groups (having to do with medicine

or medical school).

99. Individual Or solitary activity (hobby, sports,

music, reading).

100. Informal or unstructured outings or entertaintent

with friends.

101. Recreation with only family.

Biographical Variables

The following variables were selected from a biographical,,
A

questionnaire administered to the subjects. Scaling and/or

categories are specified only where they are not obvious.

Categories were collapsed for same analyses.

102. Father's Occupational Status (Hollingshead Index).

163. Mother's Occupational 'Status (Hollingshead Index).

104,105. Father's Ed4cational Level /Mothers' Educational

Level (1. Graduate and/or profgssional training.

2. College graduate. 3. Soule college. 4. High

school graduate. 5. Some high school. 6. Junior

_high school. 7. Less than seven yeais of school.)

106. Number of boys in family of origin

107. Number of girls in family- of origin

108. Sibling position

109. Sex

110.. Religion

111,112,
113 Size of community of origin at ages 0-7/8-13/14-18

,(1. Large Metropolitan area [100,000-0.. 2. Suburb of

large metropolitan area. _ 3. Medium-sized city

[26,000 -- 99991). 4., Small town [500 -4 25,999].

5. Rural Area.)

114. Father's Occupation:,, Medical vs. non-medical

115. Mother's Occupation:\Medical vs. non-medical
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116. Undergraduate major subject (biological sciences,

,physical sciences, socialcciences, humanities,

fine arts or architecture, education, engineering,

business, elonomics, health professions, home
,

economics, Other).
;*

117. Educational 4aius (1. less than BA or BS degrees.

2. BA or BS egree. 3. Bachelors degree + graduate

credits. 4. MA or MS degree. 5. MA or MS degree +

graduate credits. e. All but thesis for PhD.

7. PhD degree. . DDS, OD or MD degree).

118. Occupational a erience (medical care settings,

helping activities, research or technical; teaching,

dealing with public, unskilled labor, other).

119. Marital Status

120. Percent Finaneial Support (parents, spouse, self,-

scholarship, loan, GI Bill, other).

7 4
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Becauseof the large amount of data and the unfamiliarity

of many of the variables to most readers, the format of this

section deviates in several respects from that of the usual

research report. In order to faciatate comprehension and not tax

the reader's memory capacity, results and the discussion of re-

sults are presented together for each type. In addition, inter-

pretations of scales are .frequently substituted for the actual

scale names. Separation of findings from inferences or speculation

should be apparent from wording of context. However, several cues

can he used to identify empirical findings. Statements of results.

are always followed, in parentheses, by the probability that the

finding could have occurred by chance. In cases where it may not

be clear which variable is being referred to, the variable number

will preceed the probability level.within the parentheses. Finally,

the results for each variable for each type are given in Appendix B.

Unless otherwise specified, Comparisons are always between

the mean.value which the type achieves on the variable and the mean

Value for all subjects combined. Findings which are significant

between the .05 and .10 probability levels'are always referred to

)as "trends" or "tendencies."

Within

adhered to.

personality

each type, the following order of presentation is

First, the type means for each of the five defining.

dimensions are presented alons'with an interpretation
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of the pattern derived from validation studies-of the variableS

which make dp the dimensions. Then, findings from analyses per-

formed in the present study are set forth. These results are

grouped into the following catetories: academic performance and

ability; preferred methh4e..,.xoeching/learnihg; perceived goals

of the medical school; stude,t-faculty relations; elements of

professional identity; an use of' leisure time. Finally, acap-

"R.
sule summary of the type ip presented.

Type 1

Students are identified as belonging to this type by the

followi g pattern of scores:

LaWAtule-boundnePs al a 34.87)

Average Extraversion (X1 a 52.49)

Moderately High Feeling (X1 a 56.46)

High Divergence of Thought (X1 a 59.14)

Moderately High Anxiety (X1 a 58.38)

The image conjured up by this kind of profile is of persons

who are sensitive and eager to help others, who take a humanistic

approach to interpersonal relations in both receptive and assertive

ways. Theireferentes are for improvisation and spontaneity rather

than preparation and self-restraint. In some contexts this may be

1.

valued.as "flexibility" and "adaptiveness" while' in others' it may

be condemned as "frivolousness" and "laxity." Individuals of this

type value original and innovative approaches to problems more

than Practical, down-to-earth ones. In view of the reputed regimentation

of medical school, it is not too surpriSing that the amount of subjective
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distress is high in these students. As will be seen helm*, this

facet of Type 1 students stands out in the predicted variables.

Academic Performance and Ability

The mean undergraduate grade Point average for Type 1 is the

higheSt of any of the types but the large amount of within -group

variability prevents them. from being significantly different from

the mean for all individuals combined 6ropOrtion.of randomly

obtained means falling above the Type 1 mean =

On the MCAT Type 1 means are generally above average although

8 this approaches statistical significance only on the General Infor-

mation subtest (p = .057). The MCAT pattern for Type 1 -- high:

Verbal, General Information and-Sciense; low:, uantitative --

suggests individuals who are broadly "tuned in" to the world,of--;7

ideas negIectful of detail. This picture is consonant with

the high "Divergence of Thought" scores and the low "Rule-boundness"

scores of the type.

During their first year in medical school Type 1 students

achieve significantly higher over-all success ratings (p = .040)

and significantly better rades Medical Biology-I (p = .007).

However, by the end the second ear, these same students have

fallen to below average

National Boards, Part I

in over -all success (p = .023). And, on

, they do not performas one might expect
4

from their MCAT scciresjand-first year performance: type means

for the Anatomy, Physiology and Biochemistry sections are slightly

below average (but not significantly,so), while 'clean scores ,for
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for pathology, Microbiology and Pharmacology are at or slightly

above the mean. One'might hypothesize that theSe results are due

Of
tirithe greater diSillusionment experienced by. Type 1. subjects.

rather than to any deficiency or falling off in abilities. They

may either lack the motivation to study or they may discount the

importance or relevance of performi5de on National Board One'

might expect a higher than average drop-out rate during the second

year for subjects in Type 1.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

On entry to medical'schnol Type 1 subjects tended to dislike

faculty led group discussions more than their peers (p = .067).

One might suspect that this again reflects their desire for

freedom and spontaneity.

Perceived Goals of the Medical Scho4ol

°Students in this type perceive the goals of developing

clinicians and teachers as less impOrtalq to the medical school

than do their peers (p = .000 and .007 respectively); they tend

to see the goal of developing adtinistrators as less value (p =

One might suspect that these lower ratings reflect their general

pessimism about medical school.

Studeqt-faculty Relations

In WM of their student roles, members of Type 1 appear to

want greater6freedom from traditional notions of how students "should"

sn

.063).

behave. And faculty member's are expected to augment these desires

7.8
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mm
by adjusting their teaching styles to student needs and

suggestions. On the SFRQ (Expectations), Type 1 students tend

to place less value on students enacting Ideal Student Tnle

behavior .(p = .063), and they place aignificantry.greater impor-

tance than their peers on Faculty Accommodation (p - .010). This

seems consistent with their low Rule-boundness scoees in the

personality realm.

Their humanistic orientation seems to be reflected in the

direction'of theit scores. on some of the other SFRQ variables

(although the differences from gran (means did not achieve

statistical significance): the Type 1 means were on ti side,of

greater clinical (vs. academic) orientation; a gre er desire for

emphasis'in the Curricultyalftensitivity to psychological, social

and cultural/ yaspects of medicine; and a greater des for relating

informally to faculty members. Type 1 subjects did tend to be more

homogeneous in their Desire for Informal Relations with Faculty

scores (on the side of 'greater importance) than one would.expect

by chance- (p = .077).

When perceptions of current student-faculty relations are

considered, Type 1,statids.out from every other-type in their

extreme assessments on four of the eight' SFRQ-2 Scales. They
/
see

//'
a significantly smaller proportion of the raculty enacting Ideal

Teacher Role Behavior (9,p = .007); Socio-emotional Role Behavior

(support, enecuragement, etc.) (p = .003)., and emphasizing Student

.Personal Development '(p = .020). They also see less emphasis in the

curriculum on Psychosocial Aspects of Medicine (11,p = .000).
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The nature of Type 1 discontent.is.cIarified by viewing

their SFRO discrepancy scores (perceptions corrected for level of

expectations). They.see faculty as neither less efficient (orderly,

productive) in their teaching roles nor less considerate towards

'patient 6 than'te desired. With Type ls it is more personal than

that. They, "feel" the problem as a lack of emphasis on students'

finding purpose or meaning in their professional roles, learning

to understand themselves and the world (24,p = .040); as a deficiency

in the helpfulness, friendliness, informality and supportiveness of

faculty (17,p = .017); and as a lack of emphasis on fattors related

to some of their/"core" operating characteristics, namely, "feeling"

as reflected in psychosocial emphasis (p = .003) and "unconstrainedness"

I..

as reflected in the perception of greater than desired faculty influence

in the determination of the educational process (19,p = .047).

Elements of Professional Identity

The image of the "ideal" physician held by members of Type 1

also reflects the biases of more general.personality dispositions. /
oh

On the PIO, Type 1 students attributed greaterimportante to the

physician being able to treat emotional and social problems of

patients (30,p = .000)-as well. as to explore these aspects of

a patients' situation, using social and welfare agencies or members

of a treatment team for remedial action (31,p = .057). Type 1

placed pignificantly less importance on the physician having control

Over his work setting and patient care (33,p = .010). Interestingly,

Type 1 saw slightly less value in the physician having a good

o.
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"bedside ma ner" (in the sense of being able to create a warm, relaxed,

understanding atmosphere with patients). Although this difference

was not.-statistically significant, memberkof the type did

be grouped together around this lower value (27,p a .060). Whether .

members of the type see this kind of behavior as some kind of constraint

tend to

xon their freedom of action or-as a detached and "technical" relatedness

(as opposed to a "feeling" type of relatedness) cannot be inferred

from the data.

In terms of specialty preferences; Type 1 students rated them yes

significantly more inclined towards Internal Medicine than their/peers

.//

(p a .037). They toad to avoid Radiology (p a .053), group pgether

(p a .073). just belot4 the grand Mean preference for Otorh
/

olaryngology.

and group together (p a .047) at the mean of the Refer 1 Specialties

cluster. Mean scores, on the Inatitutianal Practice nd SurgiCal.

Specialties clusters were low, but not signific ntly so.

Use of Leisure Time

Co9pared td their peers, students in Type 1 report significantly.

More time spent in structured recreational groups (p a .007 and in

individual or solitary activity (p a .000) and sificantly less time

in family recreation (p a .010)1,

Summary of Type

In summary, the members of Type 1 might be termed,"DiSillusioned

Idealist's." They Seem to be capable individuals who enter medical

school -expectinea good deal of freedom of action and "outlets" for their

desires fot personal growth and humanistic relatedness. After what

may be an initial spurt-of enthusiasm in the first year, they become
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disenchanted with medical ischoo/ and earn poorer evaluations

of their performance than Mould e expected on the ba is,of their

4

abilities alone. The amount of subjective distress (anxiety,

depressioh, xesentment, etc.) which they experiene is .greater than

that of other. medical students. They seem to b headed in the

direction of Internal Medicine as a specialty area.

Type 2

In order to be classified in Type 2, students must have he

following pattern of personality scores:

Low Rule- boundness (R2. 37.76)

Low Extraversion (R2 = 34.23).

Average Feeling (R2 = 52.93)

Moderately High Divergence of Thought (R2 = 57.97)

Elevated Anxiety (R2 =.56.00)

Individuals belonging to this type are likely to be described as

socially shy, intt'Ospective, quiet, )snd inhibited in self expression..

They may be bothered by feelings Of inferiority or lack of Self-
.

confidence. They .tend to be imaginative and intellectually curious,

intereited,in the content of their work or study as opposed'to the

social,or economic gains they may receive from it-. The Type 2 it-

'dividmil is unconcerned with his social image, aibe seen as
.

'Onegli;ent' in contexts requiring attention to detail and routine

or as "adaptable"'in.contexts not-havinghese constraints (he would

-%" -

prefer the latter situ(a;ions). AbwevO, in what they .Consider to be

'matters of principle" they may not be very flexible.

g2
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'Academic Perfoimance an&Abi1ity- .

a

Altbough the-mean undergraduateNsrade point average for

Type is surpassed only by Type J., it does not differ significantly

from the Srapd.Thean. However; the within-type variance is sig-
, _ ,

nifcautly (p = :620) less than one would expect by chance,Aso it

41
may be tentative* assumed that these students achieve bettet,than

average grades as undergraduates, most likely,in-setsnce courses.

-00 On the MCAT, Type 2 students ;tend to o better than averageP,
on the Quantitative '(1) = .093) -`and Sc once (p = .057) subtests and

poorer than average or' the General /reformation Subtest (p = .080).

A narrower range of intellectual .skill isilliplied-by this ,,MCAT pattern'

than is the case for, say; Type 1 students.

Ty 2 students are more likely to sett unsafisfactory stades
0 ;

6 ,

in the Clinical Sciente portion of the first year in medical school.;
IP.10

(p = .003), but they doanot differ appreciably from the gran] means

for other pat;ts ofthe,first and secdnd years: One might expect'this

from their Introversion scores and lack' of verbal facility-and

"roundednese'as evidenced, on the 'MCAT.
- ,

On National Boards, Part I, students in- Type 2'do notdiffer
,

. .

significantly from the grant means for any.of the sections. The type'''.

mean is elevated only on the Phytioiogy sectiOn, but this too is not

statistically significant:"
.

Preferred Methods orleachins/Learning

N.
'On enti into medical Schwa', students in Type ,2 were more

. -(,.,

likely than their petts toptefer-independent study (p=
,1,
.020), .

,

clinita rtli' 'and cdnfe e tes (0 .020)-And-tutoriald (p,= .037).
. .

'', , . . ,

05
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Apparently these individuals like to learn on their own (fo'r

the most part). Group discussions:and didactic lecturestPhether

student or faculty led, do not rank high on their preferred methods.

PerceivedGoils of the Medfcal Sch al

Type 2 students rated the goal of "develbping

J

3

significantly lower than their peers (p .017). 'The goal.of .

'developing researchers," while not differing,significantly

the grand mean, elicited significantly more hOmogeneous responses

(p - .023), with a mean for the.type slightly above average. One

might hypothesize that, while Type 1 students rate the goal of

developing clinicians below average otit of discouragement, Type T

students rate it low because they feelnedeqUate in that set of

roles.

Student-faculty Relations

As one might predict from their low Rule-Boundness scores, .

Type 2 students tend to want less structure in the educational

Setting ($.01-= .060). They place signifitantly less value on

Ideal Student Role behaviOr than their peers (p .007), i.e.,,

they don't Consider it important.for studenti to show interest

.--

and enthusiasm, be meticulous and persistent in their work, be

considerate of faculty, etc. AndN, they significantly

e
less ipportance to faculty professional activity outside of the'

.. - ..

4

teething situation (p .020). These lest two results make sense.

id terms of the Type 2's,"essentialist" orientation: he probably does

not'like to judge, or be judged, on the basis of:appearances or 'Sur-
f

face hehavior. I

4 T
a

lk."e
'. ...L!.:,

. .....----.n... A
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,o,Apparently these indiIiduals like to learn on their ,own (for

the most part). Group distussione.and didactiC lectures, whether

stunt or faculty led, do not rank high on their preferred methods.

Perceived Goals of the Medical School

Typedl students rated the goal of "developing clidicians"

Significantly lower than their peers (p he .017);- The goal of

"developing researchers," while not differing significantly from'

" tRe:grand mean, elicited significantly more homogeneous responses

(p = .023), with a mean for. the type slightly above average. One

*

might" hypothesize plat, while Type l'students rate the gbal of

develOping clinicians below average out of discouragement, Type 2

'students rate it low because they feelinadequate in that set of

roles.

.Student-faculty Relations
14

' As one might predictfrom their'low Rule-Boundness scores,

Iype 2 students

set ing (6',p =

eel Student R

'tend to want lebs structure in the educational

.060). They place sigaificantly,less value on

ole behavior than their peers (p = .007) , i.e.,

they don't Consider it important for students to show interest,

and enthusiasm,

,considerate of

less importance

-teething situat
ti

in terms of the

not like to jud

'fate behavior.

be meticulous and petsigtent'in theirmork, be

faculty, etc. And, they attribute significantly

v..41

to faculty prift ofessional activity.outside of the r

ion-(p.= ..020,7. These-last two results make sense

Type'2's "essentialist" orientation: he probebly does

ge, or be' judged, on the basis ofappearances or sur-
1
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Type 2 Students tend .t perceive' fewer faculty as "ideal".

teachers (orderly, productiVe,,interesting, well!,-organieedi good

At lecturing) than,do their peers.(9,p a .073) and to'see less

emphasis on Student Perional'Oevelopment - .070). However,

these.differencesNanish When their levels of expectations are

taken itito account, i.e., theyexpect less and perceive less of

these xharatteristieS and so, it is.supposed, are not disappcanted.

This type, more than studentsinigeileral4 perceive the emphasis ôn

learning to,use community Agencies and to use information

from non-medican-specialistest-exceedin desires (20,p .030).

1

Since this kind of" learning reqU
1

ires a certain amount of eitte-

verting" and Type 2 students are inclined to be SOciellY shy, it

is not surprising that:they-would_prefer.to-avoid such situations.

No doubt such situations could 'trigger" tlieif:.:-feelingf inadequacy,. _

ElementS of Professional Identity

In terms of their physician ideology, Tye 2's placeless

value on the physician being able to establish pathy and Rapport

with Patients (p .047). One can hypothesize th t the "mechanism"

which is'operative here is devaluation of t'hings on feels he is not

good at or is uncomfortable in doing. At the same ti e Type 2's tend

not to be Disfase Aiented (p ....09)., That.is, they do pay attention

to the personal and social aspects of patient care and don't focus-all

their. efforts on the technical aspects of diagnosis and treatment.

The specialty Preference ratings of Type 2 students are generally

lower than he grand mean for all of the clusters and most of4._

-9
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individual specialties and woik settings. All of the other
4

types

are above average 'on at least two cluster dimensions and several of

the individual specialty and work settings variables. This suggests

1
. ,

that members of Type 2, as a rule, are not really "taken" with any,

of the available alternativas. They show significantly greater dis-

preference for Obstetrics-Gynecology (p .043) and tend to show lesS

preference for Fathily or General Practice (p i057) than' their peers.

Use of Leisure Time

The distribution of vie of leisure time fdt ype 2" students

does not differ appreciably in any way from, that of the total sample.

The most leisure time isspentin individual or solitary activity --

followed by informal outings with friends, family recreation, profes-

sional group activity and participation in structured recreational

groups. Task-oriented group activity (civic., church, political, etc.)

is slightly (but not significantly) elevated compared to the total

group.

Summary, to Type 2

One is'tempted to summarize the 'Ty e 2 students with the term

"Loners." 'They seem to prefer to learn on their own, don't expect

much dr perceive much to be Offered by faculty or Other students and.\

shy away from the demands of social intercourse. The hypothesis

can be entertained that they "solve" problems,whith trigger an

unfavorable charatterizatitn self, .e., social interaction-

,

area)' by devaluing the importance of on

Ski

performance" in such
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situations. Since most medicalPositiqns require some athount of

,interpersonal relating, perhaps4it is not too surprising that Type 2

students have not identified a niche for 'themselves.

Type 3

Students belonging to Type 3 have the following personality

profile:

Low Rule-boundness (R3 35.83)

verage Extraversion (1C 52.51)'
3

HighoPedling (7 cie 68.03)

High Divergence of Thought a3- 59.21)

,Average Anxiety (3 50'.48)

This profile suggests a person who is concerned with people, warm
A

and sympathetic in his relatidns wish others, sensitive, "tender-minded."

He is,likely to_be descr4.bed as enthusiastic, spontaneous and

expecially in the interpersonal context.
3 He valUes creativity and

b

can be imaginative ,and innovative in cir9umstances where it is not

reqhired that he "keep his note to the grindstone."

Academic Ability and Performande

The mean undergraduate GPA for the subjects of Type 3 does not

differ appreciably from the grand mean. Their MCAT scores, too, do

not differ significantly from the means for the total group. The

pattern of MCAT scores is similar to that of Type 2 with Quantitative

and Science subtests being eilpated compared to Verbal and.Genetal

Informatl.on'subtests.

o-
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The overall Success rating for Type 3 students in the first

year of medical school tends to be lower than average (p .070),

largely because of. significantly poorer'grades'in Medical.Bfology I

(p 1 .017). Their Clinical Science performance in both first and

second year is judged ':satisfactory'r by faculty (variance .000).

)0n National Boards, Part I, these students are likely to perfOtm

close to the total sample averages except for the BiocheMistry section

where they tend to be low (p .067). All in all, Type 3 does not

appear to stand out (either positively or negatively) in terms of

academic ability and achievement.

Preferred Methods of Learning/Teaching

Type 3-students report significantly greater dislike for student-
.

led didactic lectureson entry to medical school (p .000) and at the

1--

time of questionnaire.administration (p .023). A lower than average

rating of student-led group discussions was not statistically signifi-

cant, although the type variance was smaller than usual (p .047).

Faculty-led didactic lectures tended to be rated lo'wer On entry

(p .077). The absolute magnitudes of their ratings seem to indicate

that they resist both didactic lectures and student leadership, the

'latter being the stronger tendency. .cte-might suspect that they are

oriented more towards faculty than peers as a reference group.

Perceived Goals of the Medical School

--------
,

-----

No significant differences from the total groupmeans:nor trends

.
- - . .

were .found for Type 3 in their ratings 1, medical school, goals.
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Student - faculty Relations

Type 3 students place significantly less value,on Ideal Student

Role behavior than their Pears (p a .007), a'result which appars to

be due latgely to. their Low Rule-boundness., (The Low Rule-Wundnesa

types, Types 1, 2 and 3, score at one end of the7Ideal Student Role

dimension while the high Rule-bOundness types, Types.11 and 12, score"

at the opposite end). They tend to cluster (p ,093) on the side of

desiring greater structure from faculty, although the difference from
A.

the grand mean is not statistically eignific Other than that, the

expectations of Type 3 students do not differ from those of the total

sample of students.

In terms of perceptions, Type 3 students tendto see fewer faculty

emphasizing the student's personal development than their peers (14,p a .083)

This difference vanishes when corrected frIF initial level of expectation,

however. Both corrected and uncorrected scores on Psychosocial Emphasis

are in the difettion of "not enough," but these' differences are not

statistically significant.

,Elements of Professional Identity

Type 3 students tend to consider it more important than their

" peers that an ideal physician have skills as a "Psychological, Healer"
4 .

(p .060) and less desirable that he be "Disease Oriented",(p

0 and have a great deal of authority (33,p .100). All of these

characteristics are consonant with the people-centered, tender-minded

orientation implied by the personality scores.
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1

areer preference clusters do not significantly distinguish

Type 3 students fromthetxtal sample. .However, ratings of the indi-

vidual specialities Show a number, of deviations from the means for
9

the total group. Type 3 students rate themselves as more inclined

towards Family Medicine/General Practice (p wN.020), with the type .

standard deviation being significantly less than for the random

samples (p es .043). They are also more interested in Anesthesiology

(p W. .017). They are significantly more disinclined towards Pathology

`1p - .007) and tend to be more disinclined towards Pediatrics (p .057),4

Orthopedics (p .053) and Dermatology (p w .063). The avoidance of

specialities foCUsing on disease processes and the approach towards

the "people-dealing" specialities is again Consonant with the

I
personality orientation of Type 3. The disinclination towards

Pediatrics is a little surprising since this might be considered

Aa high patient contact specialty. Perhaps they view children as

primarily being- afflicted by dispasi and not good candidates for

reciprocating when the physician wants'to play the "Psycholdgical

Healer" role.

Use of Leisure Time
..>

Type 3 students report s

4,11 individual or solitary act

friends (p . 003) than their

ignificantly greater amounts oftiii spent

ivitr (p ,010) and informal outings with

peers. Significantly less time is re-

Ported to be spent in task-oriented group activity (p .010), and a

tendency towards less'time in professionally oriented groups appears.

(p - .080).
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Summary of Type 3

Type 3 students appear to be a "people-oriented" group but not

in the settle way as the humanistic (crusading?) Type 1's. They do

not appear to be exceptionally bright or scholarly or discontented

with their lot. Warm and friendly relationships with others seem,

for Type3's, to be rewarding in and of themselves. They tend to

seek occupational settings and value the kinds of-role behavior

which would make such interaction realizable.

Type 4

The pattern of personality scores for indiViduals belonging to

Type 4 is:

Moderately High Rule-boundness

Moderately Low Extraversion

LoW Feeling (R4 - 35.17)

(3C-4 xi 55:94),

(3-C4 43.40)

Moderately'Low Divergence,of Thought (X
4

so 43.33)

Moderately High Anxiety (icel, 54.74)

Individuals of this type have been termed' super-dependable° by

Isabel Briggs Myers. They (tie practical,_ have good meMory for detail,

tend to be c=onsistent and are'able tosupport their judgments with facts.

Logic, planning and decisiveness are' 'Valued/characteristics to these
y

individuals.,, They may have difficultie in understanding the point

of ilielfothers who differ from them. Outwardly, these students

, ,

may be seen as serious, quiet and self-sufficient. They tend to ex-

perience some subjective distress.4
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Academic Performance and Ability

The mean undergradtte grade point average for Type 4 does not

differ significantly from the grand mean. MCAT scores also do not

differ from those of the total
011

sample.

The overall success ratifig.for Type 4 students in the first

0
year of medical, school is significantly higher than average (p .043)

due, primarily, to significantly better grades in Medical Biology I

(p .027). Although the success rating remains ,above average in the

second year, it is no longer statistically significant.

On National Boards, Part I, the performance of Type 1>pydents

is surpassed only by Type 7. They ate significagly higher than average

on the Physiology section., (p-7 .030) the Micipcbiology section (p .030)

and the Pharmacqlogy, iection .033) and, they tend to be high on the

Anatomy, (p :060) and Biochemistry. (p .073) sections. It would

seem,that the orientation towards facts and details revealed in per-
.

sonality assessment of these students imcmore relevant Co academic

performance and National BOards, Part 1, performance than whatever

intellectual abilities are meadured by the MCAT. The character of the

National Board exaCI seems' to "demand" these pet sonality characteristics.

Pieferred Methods of Learning/TeaChing

No significan,t.diffeiences-or trends were found for Type 4 in

their .ratings of teachineleaTning.methods.

Perceived -Goals of the Medical School

No significant differences or trends were found for Type 4 in

their ratings of the goals of the medical school.
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Student-faculty Relations

None 'of the differences in expectations on the SFRQ achieVed

an acceptable level of statistical significance for Type 4. However,

they tended to be more academically oriented than their peers (2 ,p .08)),y.

to want less faOglty accommodation to student needs and suggestions

(5,p .063) and to expect greater faculty involvementn,professional

activities outside of teach'ing (4,p .067). Given that they are

oriented toward academic achievement, the last factor mentioned would
r

perhaps increase the "status" of faculty and thus provide them with

better "credentials" when seeking internships and residencies.

In teems of perceptions, Type 4 students see significantly

less fatuity, influence in the educational division of responsibili

1 than their peers (p .040). This revetts to a trend (19,p 70)

when corrected for initial level of expectation. One might hypoiheH

size that these students would like to see faculty run, the show in.,
41

medical school without regard for (other) students' demands or desires

and that they would justify this in terms of "getting the fact's."

Elements of Professional Identity

Type 4 students place significantly less value on the ability of :I

the ideal physician to play the Psychological.Healer Role than their

peers (p .017). They also tend to onsider it less important that
040

patients be well informed about their diagnosis (29,p .070.

While not qualtfying as either "significant" or as "trends," the type

means on'other PIQ scales are interesting: tjey indicate that Type 4

J3
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students see less value in the yhysieian being communitY okiented,

establishing emphathy and rapport with patients, taking respOnsibil-.

ity for exchanging information with patients and being "psychosociallY"'

oriented; and they place greater value on'orientation towarda-"disea e"
e

and physician authority. One might expect them to be "cold" and

technical in their dealings with patients, preferring to let the

(physical) "facts speak for themselves" and to find it hard to under-

/'
stand the televanCe of mental and social phenomena.

As one might haVe guessed, Type 4 students score significantly

higher on the Academic-res arch Career, Preference Cluster (p .033).

On the individual career pr fetence variables they show significantly

more inclination ,towards the basic medical sciences (p a .040) and
,

educational settings (p a .010); while tending to prefer research

.067) and disprefer working inyublic institutions (p .077)or

solo private practice (p a .073).

grou s (church, civic, political, ets..) w s found. for Type 4'students,

/
,

Use of Leisute Time

rend towards less frequent use of 10Sure time in task=oriented

(p a .090)t

Summary of Type 4

In summary, Type 4 students might be Illeled "'Biologically Oriented

'Academics." Their interest and abilities seem to lie inIthe acquisition

of concrete facts and details. This orientation is augmented by a

desire for "freedom of movement" or opportunities for personal expression.
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They would prefer to understand the facts of disease, unco plicated

by ps chological and social aspects or personal reactions of the

Their career inclinations appear to be towar s the tech-physician.

nice], facets of medicine: basic science and research.

Type 5

Students belong to this type if they have the ollowing pattern

on the five -personality dimensions:

,Moderately High Rule-boundness (X - 54.66)

Low Extraversion (X5 7. 40.41),'2,

Aver4e Feeling, (R5, 49.51)

Low Divergence of.Thought (1( - 37.21)

Average Anxiety (fe.5 * 52.04)

Itiese individuals are similar to those in Type 4 but with less'

sdbjective distreds, less emphasis on logic and impersonal judgment,

apd even more valuation of "concrete" reality. They are likely to

be.described as dependable, presevering and responsible. Routine

activities and tasks requiring attention to detail and t rotghness

are easily assumed by Type 5 students. Socially, they ,end'tO be

shy and introverted. They are neither strongly analytic nor strongly

concerned with peoplee feelings. If situations become too complex,

they may have difficulty in understanding and communicating.5

Academic Performance and Ability;

Undergraduate grade point average for Type 5 students is not sig.:

nificantly different from the grand mean for4all students, although the
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direction of the type mean is above average. Type .5 is also'not

atinguished by their scores on the MCAT. The MCAT pattern is

more simildr to that of Type 1 than that of Type 4, i.e., verbal

and general information subtests are elevated compared to grand

mean scores and the quantitative subtest is depressed.

During the fiist year of medical school, Type 5 'students earn

significantly higher overall success ratings (p .047).. However,

this superiority is not maintained during the second year. On

National BoArds, Part I, the means for the type closely parallel

the means for the total student sample. Excep for an initial

spurt, then,.Type 5 students are not outstandi4 academically during

the first two years.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

Type 5 students disliked student -led group discussions signifi-

cantly more than their peets on entry to medical school (p .040) and

tended to'have the same feelings at time of-questionnaire administration

(p .087), They significantly like fewlty-led group discussions mord

than their peers (p .023). Students of this type appear to share with

Type 4tthe orientation towards faculty as the ones Who have" the

facts (the major things to learn). On entry, Type 5 students also

significantly disliked independent study more than their peers (homo-

geneity significant p- ..000)';

Perceived.Goals of the Medical School

Type 5 students tend to perceive the goal of "developing admin-

istrators" as less valued by the medical school than' do their peers.

(p .080).
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Student- faculty Relations

Type 5 students desire significantly more faculty influence in

the educational division of responsibility than their peers (p .013).

contrast to Type 4, they are more Clinically oriented, place less

value on outside faculty professional activity and want greater

structure provided by faculty. Their scores on these dimensions do

not differ from the grand means, however.

Except for wanting more faculty influence (19,p .083), these

students appear to be reasonably satisfied with student faculty

relations as they'perceive them.

Elements of Professional Identity

Students belonging to Type 5 are well distinguiihed from other

udenti.by the, scales of the PIQ. Their. ideal physician is signi-

cantly less community oriented (p .027), less psychosocially

oriented (p .(110), more disease oriented (p .023) and places less
tt,

value on informing the patient about his diagnosis (p .033).

Re also tends to place greater importance on his authority in

A patient care (p .080).

On the career preference clustert, type 5 students score sig-

nificantly lower on the-Primary Care cluster (p .020) and tend to

score lower on the Academic-Research cluster (p .093). Their highest

scores, on the Referral Specialties and Inatitutinnal Practice clusters,

are significantly more homogeneous than 'scores for random samples (p .020

and .017 respectively). On the individual career preference variables,
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Type 5'i were significantly less inclined towards Internal Medicine

(p .017), more inclined towards Dermatology (p a .037), less

inclined toward the basic medical sciences (p a .020) and less

inclined towards solo private practice (p a .040). They tended to

be lower on preference for Obstetrics-Gynecology (p .060) and

Epidemiology and Community Medicine (p .100) and higher on Path-

ology (p .073).

Use of Leisure Time

Compared to their medical student peers, Type 5 students report

significantly less leisure time spent in informal outings with friends

(p a .007), and they tend to report less time spent in individual or

solitary activity (p .090).

Summary of Type 5

The major difference between Types 4 and 5 thus appears to be

the result of differences on the thinking-feeling dimension. While

the Type 4's, with their greater thinking orientation,' perform well

in traditional kinds of academic tasks (e.g., National Boards) and

are attracted to the academic life, Type 5's don't place as much

stock in analysis and logic, tend to avoid academic life and/to invest

'themselves in,it only to the degree of "getting by." The greater

ktaluation of practical facts in Type Vs seems to be reflected in an

even more "tough-minded" image of the physician role than in Type 4's.

Their career preferences appear to be toward areas that are not too

complex, don'Yt involve a lot of 'people-dealing" and are concerned

with sensory facts. They might be termed "Introverted Pragmatists."
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Type 6 .

Membership in Type 6 is governed by the ollowing score

pattern:

Average Rule-boundness (X6 47.42)

Moderately High Extraversion (X6 57.34).

.Average Feeling (X6 47.67),

Average Divergence of Thought (i6 49-.-04)

Low Anxiety (X6 36.39)

The outstanding characteristics of this type are its high extra-

version and low anxiety scores. These individuals could be described

as outgoing) socially poised, liking to,haVe others around with whom

to interact, liking external stimulation and action oriented. While

not easily disturbed by self-doubts, nor quickly upset, they may lack

the motivation and_patfellce.for long, complicated tasks. They tend to

be interested in results rather than principles or ideas.'

Academic Performance and Ability

Type 6 students distribute themselves, in terms of'undergraduate

grade point average, in a fashion similar to e total sample. The

. type mean on MCAT average is the lowest of'all types (p .100) with

the Science and Quantitative subtexts tending to be lower than those

for all students combined (p .097 and .070 respectively).
0

In spite of their poor showing on MCAT scales, Type 6 students

tend to achieve better than average grades in Clinical,Science I

(p .993)-snd_so achieve better than average success ratings

for the second year of medical school. (p .087). The'ir

99
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performance on Part I of National Boards is not distinguishable

(on any of the sections) from the means for-Le total sample.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

Upon entry to medical school, Type 6 students tended to like

pc" "404 group discussions (p .083) and student-led didactic

lectureG (p .057), more than their fellow students. At the time of

questionnaire administration they tended to like clinical rounds

(p .083) and continued to li e faculty-led group discussions

(p - .067) more than their-peer . Sinde all of these involve

activity on the part of the stuaent, the findings seem consistent

with this group's "action orientation."

Perceived Goals of the Medical Schoor"---'

Comparedjo other students, Type 6 students perceive the goal of

"turning out researchers" to be less "important in this medical school

(p .017).

Student-faculty Relations

Eicept for their tendency to place less value on Ideal Student

Role behavior (p - .087), Type 6 students do not d much from
\ .

their peers id their expectations of student and faculty behavior.

When their perceptions are adjusted for levels of expectation,
00)

these students see more faculty engaging in socio- emotional role

behavior, being efficient teachers, being considerate to patients,

emphasizing psychosocial'aspects of medicine, emphasizing the use

of community agencies and non-medical specialists, engaging

EA)
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extracurricular professional pursuits and emphasizing the students'

personal development. Onl9 the type mean for emphasis on student

personal development and the homogeneity for faculty teaching efficiency,

however, achieved acceptable, levels of statistical significance

(p .023 and .030 respectively). Whether this means that Type 6

students feel there is "too much" of these things in the medical

school environment or that they are "more than satisfied" with the

emphasis given to them is not clear at this point, although the latter

interpretation seems the most plausible.

Elemehts of Professional Identity

Type 6 means on the PIQ showed no significant differences from

the grand means. On the Disease Orientation scale, however, they did

appear to'be concentr ted on the low side (homogeneity significant

(p - .007).

On the Institutional Practice Career Preference cluster, Type 6

tended to a ore high (p .083) due to their tendency to rate them-

selves mor inclined towards working in a private (but not public)

inatitut on (p, .057). They rate themselves as significantly more

inclined t wards Radiology (p .003) and work in an educational

4
setting (p' .023). They tend to be more drawn to Internal Medicine

(p .077) and Dermatology (p .090) than other students.

Use of Leisure Time

Type 6 students spend significantly more leisure time in

structured recreational groups (p .04 ) than do other medical

students. ain this may be related to their preference for action.

1 CA
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Summary of Type 6

In summary, this group might be termed "Complacent Extraverts."

While not exceptionally capable intellectually, they earn better

than average evaluations in the first two years of medical school,

perhaps because of their social outgoingness and desire to partici-

pate. They appear to be more satisfied with student-faculty relations

than other litudents. Career inclinations in this group look somewhat

diverse, although the hypothesis might be entertained that they prefer

settings that provide regular hours and allow them freedom to engage

in extra-professional activities.

rTipe 7 NJ

This type of student is dentified by the following score pattern:

Average Rule-boundness (X7 49.91)

Average Extraversion 47.40)

Slightly Low Feeling (5E7 - 45.85)

Average Divergence of Thought (X
7

52.66)

Average Anxiety (X7 49.57)

In terms of scores on the five personality ditensions and number

of members, this type comprises the "average" medical student in this

medical,school. Compared with college students in general, they are

above average in' intelligence, emotionally stable and self-assertive

(perhaps "dominant\nr "aggressive" under certain circumstances). They

tend to be critical, experimenting and non-traditional in their views\

preferring to, make their own decisions rather than rely on group norms.

40)
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Interested4in art, theory and basic beliefs, they can be quite creative

while being immature in ,practical judgment. Generally, they are of

a cheerful nature.

Academic Performance and Ability

4. The usual pre-entry data are poor predictors of academic

performance for Type,7. Their undergraduate grade point averages

tend to cover the same range as the combined sample of students and

only on the Verbal subtext of the MCAT do they tend to be above

average (p - .080). '-

Performance in the first year of medical school and on Part I

of National Boards gives a quite different picture of these students.

They achieVe significantly higher ratings of overall success in the

first year (p = .013) with significantly better grades in Clinical

Science I (p = .030) and Medical Biology I (p = .000). On Natibnal

Boards the mean scores for the type are above those for any other
It

type. They are significantly higher on Anatomy (p = .010) Physiology

(p = .003), Biochemistry (p .003), Microbiology (p = .037) and

Pharmacology (p - .003). Their superior academic performance no

doubt plays- a role in the direction of their career dispositions

(see below).

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

Type 7 students tended tolike ,independent study more than did

other students on entry to medical school .7083) and to like

faculty led group discussions more at the time of questionnaire admin-

istration (p = .070).

1U3
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Perceived Goals of the Medical School
,

Type 7 did not differ An'any significant way from other

students in their ratings of medical school objectives.

Student - faculty Relations

.Type. 7.students "desire less faculty accommodation to student

needs in teaching sessions (5,p .033) and less structure in

their student roles (8,p :040) than do other students. In their

expectation, they value Ideal Student Role behavior, but only the

homogeneity of their scores approaches significance'(p .090).

In terms of perAptions, Type 7 students tend to perceive 6'°

greater emphasii on student personal development than'their peers

(p .090), but this result shrinks to insignificance when their

expectations are taken int6 account, i.e., they both expect more

and perceive more of such emphasis in student-faculty relations.

For perceptions of faculty socio-'emotional role enactment, however,

Type 7 stueents tend to be more satisfied than their peers (p .090).

jlementslof Professional Identity

No trends were found for Type 7 on any of the PIQ dimensions.

In fact, their scores were closest to "average" of any of the types.

On the career,preference clusters, Type T scored significantly

higher than averag on the Academic (p .0i7) and significantly lower

on the Surgery (p .050)clusters. On the individual career preference

variables, Type 7 students rate themselves significantly more inclined

10
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than their fellow students towards research (p .010) and basic

medical sciences (p .000) and significantly less inclined towards

Surgery (p .010), Anesthesiology (p .050) and group private

practice (p° .033). They also tend to dis7prefer gadiology more

than their peers (p .087).

Use of Leisure Time

ype 7 students- report spending significantly less time than

average in task-oriented lro4g. / .02aYz-individual activity (p .033.)

-

and informal'outings,with friends (p . .617') anto-tetd to report less

time'bent in structored recreational group's (p .053) and professional

groups (p .080). Family recreation tends to be somewhat higher

than average (p .100). One wonders if these generally low leisure

time estimates. represent a reporting or perceptual bias or if these

students,,do, in fact, spend most of their time studying. If -the

latter, perhaps-there is at work some kind of determination to excel

which overcomes the only average ability of these students (or,,per,haps,

the MCAT does not measure relevant abilities).

Summary of type 7

This group of "average", medical students (in terms of the f

personality dimensions) appear to be average orgy in thei -image of

the ideal physician. They might better be labeled "Ideal Students,"

at least as far as the criteria of success in the first two years go. .

They achieve good grades, perfoxm exceptionally well on Nitional Boards,
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do not need "strUcture" in their student roles nor accommodation on

the part of faculty. They are more satisfied than their peera:with

the amoupt of encouragement and support received. from faculty and,

one might auspect,'they are more likely than other studentato get it.

Their career perferentea reflect their academic success in the basic

sciences, it would seem, perhaps with an additional constraint

that "technology oriented" specialties receive lower priority.

Type 8

Students are identified as belonging to Type 8 by the following

score pattern:

Moderately Low Rule-boundneas (X8 em' 44.42)

Average Extraversion (X8 - 47.84)

Averaged Feeling (X8 - 53.71)

Average Divergence of Thought (X8 50.70)

High Anxiety (X8 72.97)

The most outstanding characteristic of this profile is, of course,

the exceedingly high amount of acknowledged distress. Combined with

the tendency toward low Rule-boundness, One would expect these

individuals to experience undisciplined and unchanneled self-conflict.

,Depending upon circumstances, they may be anxious, self-reproaching,

worrling or suspicious of the intentions of others. They are prone

to guilt feelings and may be easily upset by real or imagined assaults

on their identities.6

Academic Performance and Ability

The type mean for this coup on undergraduate grade point average

is fourth highest, but thi difference from the grand mean is not

106
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statistically significant. On the MCAT, Type 8 students show the'

high Quantitative-lbw Verbat and General Information pattern.

However, none of the scales significantly distinguishei Type 8 from

the .total group.

In the first year of medical school, Type 8 students adbieve
4

"satisfactory" grades in Clinical Science I and Medical Biology I

(homogeneity for bath courses is 1.000) and are rated at the mean in

overall success. III the second year, however, they tend to get

poorer grades in Clinical Science II. (p .060).and Medical Biology

II (p - .083) and to be rated lower pl overall success (p

Their scores, on all sections ofNational Boards, Part I, do ilot

differ substantially from the means for all students combined.

.

.Preferred Methods-of Teaching/Learning

This type rated independent study as lesi1 desirable both at the
Jj

time of entry to medical school (p .087)' and at the time of question-

naire adminiStration (p .023) than did their peers. Student-led

group discussions were given lowerratings after being in medical

school (p .033) and faculty led group discussions tended' to be more

disliked on entry (p .087). Both group discussions and independent

study could, conceivably, be anxiety arousing situations for these

students: the former might arouse some kind of social anxiety

qr

mediated by comparison processes; the latter might arouse anxiety

because of lack of structure and the inability of this kind of student

to impose it himself.
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Pexceived Goals of the Medical School

Jype 8 tkeenty,r;the goals of developing

(p .070)., dministrators (p .057) and teachers (p ,.077)'

researchers

higher than'did their peers.

Student-faculty Relations

Type 8 students tend to place more value on faculty profes-,

sional activity outside of teaching (p .077) and to want greater`

student influence in the educational process (7,p .070). In other

respects, their expectations do not differ much from the total pool

of subjects.

When perceptions are considered, students in this ype see

significantly fewer faculty embodying characteristics of the ideal

teacher role (p .020) and tend to see fewer faculty being supportive

and helpful (13,p .083). To a significt,eextent they feel both

faculty and. students do not engage in enough, extracurricular activity

(23,p .030).

Elements of Professional Identity

Type 8 students' arcs- significantly more."disease origntee Oulu
. .

other students (p .007) and `more inclined 60 let xthO' nut*e,(Cather

than the physician) handle matters of information exchange with .

patients (25,p .047).. Both of these findings suggest that,'if

possible, these students would like to avoid situat

care that are likely to arouse anxiety.

a
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On the career,preferente clusters, Type 8 is radically low

on the Primary Care cluit r (p - .000) and'the highest of'all

types dh the Referral Specialtie*a cluster.(not significant). On the

Individual Career Preference variables,. they are significantly leas

inclined than their peers towards'Obateirics-Gynecolo y (p

Epidemiology'and Community Medicine,4,(p is' .043), Pediatrics (p - 7

T -

7n&Internsl Medicine (p .010t). They tend also to be disinclined

towards Family or General Practice <p .080), Anesthesiology (p m .0

and Pathology (p .057). Their preferences are towards Ophthalmology

(p m .033) and korhinolaryngology (p m . 17).

Use of Leisure Time

,Students belonging to- this (type spend significantly leas time
.

in structured recreajional groups (p - .000) and individual or

solitary activity jri.-.00) and tend too use more of their leisure

in informal outings with friends (p m .057) than other students.

'This is interesting in light of their dissatisfaction with the amount

of extracurricular activity reported on the SFRQ., Perhaps they seek

out others in informal settings in an.: lttetpt to get reassurance
4t

'or to temporarily be distracted from their worries. Inaiy event;

being alone or working alone (as in independent study) does not

seem to appeal to them.

Summary of Type 8

41

As far as can
#
be determined from the prediOted variables, Type 8

appears to be-composed of."Anxious Avoiders." That'is, their tendencies

,to
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toward unfavorableself-chilecterizations are easily elicited
4

"4.
by a number of situatiods,,and they wish to avoid them. In school, lone-

liness or anxiety ar sed by not being able to organize Oneself might

be submerged by frequent outings or involvement in extracurricular

activities (although this strategy might take its toll on academic

performance). Type 8 students seem to project their anxiety on

faculty, seeing_t_hem'asnOt beinworderly, well-organized, interesting
-----

aSteacherinor supportive and helpful as individuals. They prefer

to deal with "disease" rather than the messy problems of interpersonal 1.

.relations. In their career preferences?, Type 8 students anxiously

ayoid all primary care areas while focusplg on highly circumscribed

practice specialties. *,,\

Students are defined as belonging to Type 9 if they have the

following kind of score pattern on the five personality dimensions:

Average Rule-boundness
y

53.24)

Average Extraversion (X9 - 52.67)

Moderately High Feeling (i9 57.25)

Moderately High Divergence of Thought (X9 57.70)

LowAnxiety (X9 41.76)
'04

Individuals with this kirtlhof profile are likely to be seen as

warm, sensitive and sympathetic. They are concerned with people's

40 'feelings and are tactful, ,sometimes to the exteet of avoiding expression

of harsh realities when it is needed. They like the "approVal of others
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and tend to conform, within reason, to group norms.- The Type 9

person may become quite enthusiastic about people he admires and

may idealize them. Their high self-confidence, when combined with

enthusiasm about a person or idea, may lead them tvjump into things

without sufficient consideration. In general, however, they are

,conscientious in their work ana clever at finding solutions to

problems.7

AcaddMic Performance and bility

The mean undergraduate grade poi average for Type 9 is above

the grand Mean but not significantly . MCAT scores for individuals

in this type are likely to be impressive. Type 9,means are significant-

ly higher than average for the Verbal subtest (p .003), the Quantita-

tive subtest (p .030), the General Informati sub (p .020)

and, MCAT Average (p .037). The Science subtest ean is insignificantly,

beld the grand mean.

Type 9 students only partially live up to the expectations. of

them created by their MCAT performande. In the first year of medical-

school, they attain significantly Ooorer grades in Clinical Science,I

(p . 003). However, this slow start is overcome by the second

year wh n they 'achieve significantly better grades than their peers

in Clinical Science II (p .000) and Medical Biology II (p.. .027).

On Part I of National Boards, their performance is-indistingiiishable

from that of,the total student pool except for covering a smaller raftge

of scores on several of the sections. Since very low anxiety scores

111
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are frequently associated with a lack'of motivation to persist at

difficult tasks, one might hypothesize that these students are

satisfied with "getting by'" National Boards rather than excelling

on them as they probably would be able to do judging from their

MCAT scores.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

On entry to medical school, Type 9 students recall disliking

student-led didactic lectures (p .040) and tutorials (p .077) to

a greater extent than their peers. They showed moriking than other

students for student-led group discussions both on entry (p .097) and

at the time of questionnaire administration (p .013). Face-to-face

interaction with peers is something enjoyable to them as one would

expect from their high Feeling scores.

Perceived Goals of the Medical School

Type 9 students tend to rate the goals of "developing clinicians"

and "developing teachers" higher kthan do other students (p .057 and

.093 respectively). Since\both of these involve a lot of ,,ace -to -face

interaction, one wonders if they are not enpusiastically projecting

their own wishes on the medical school. A view of faculty as ' "benevo-

lent;' would seem tccbe requited and is supported by their SFRQ responses.,

Student-fatuity Relations

Students in this group desire and value student enthusiasm and

involvement more than other students (1,p .040) and place greater
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relative value on academic (as °hosed to clinical) performance

(p .047). They tend to want faculty to provide MO e structure

in the sense of specifying requirements, giving feedback, evaluating

by regular teats, encouraging questionl\snd discussion, etc.

(8,p .080).

They perceive a significantly greater proportion of faculty as

effective, efficient, "ideal" teachers ,(9,p .040) and generally

view student- faculty relations in a favorable ght even when scores

are corrected for level of expectations (althouh none of the differences

from the grand means are statistically significant).

Elements of Professional Identity

On the PIQ,Type 9 students tend to place more value

physician being able to create a warm, empathic relatidhsh p ith

patients (27,p \.087). This is in keeping with their "feel

orientation. They all° tend' o give the nurse greater relativ re-

sponsibility for housekeeping matters than their peers (28,p 087).

On the career preference clusters, Type-9 is sigpificanay\

more oriented to priiikary care than other students (p .017).. Ttry.

rate' themselves significantly more inclined towards Obstetrica-Gecology

as a specialty choice (p .000) and tend to be more inclined townrds

Epidemiology end Community Medicine (p .053), Pathology (p .06

and work in a public institution (p .090). They are eignificantl

more disinclined towards Dermatology (p .007) and tend to be more

disinclined towards basic medical sciences (p .057), group private'

practice (p .053) and work in a private institution (p .070).
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Use of Leisure Time

Type 9 students tend to spend more time in taskoriented

groups (p .093), less time in structured recreational groups (p .097),

and lets time in family recreation (p .053) than their peers. One

might suspect their tendency to be enthusiastic about "causes" and

perhaps some social service orientation (see, for eXample, their

preferences toward work in puhlic institutions but away from private

institutions) may account for the first named trend.

Summary of Type 9

In summary, Type 9 students might be characterized as "People-

qPriented Enthusiasts." They value enthusiasmsin students and view

faculty in a favorable light. Although they are high ability individuals,

they do not seem motivated o put their abilities to work in the basic

sciences. Wttrm and sensipre interpersonal relations are 'their forte.

Type 9s are attracted to the prtmary care specialties and, perhaps,

It` 3/A('
settings which provide opportuniclet for social service.

Type 10

This type includes individuals with the following kind of

personality profile:
4'

Average Rule-boundness (5C10 - 53.10)

Moderately High Extraversion (ijo 55.34)

High Feeling (X10 61.92)

Low.Divergence of Thought (3110 35.14),

Average Anxiety (X10 ' 50.77)

Like Type 9, this type is primarily concerned with people, but

in a more practical, materialistic way (as opposed.to being interested
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in their "inner life" and potentialitiesf: This kind of person

is friendly, warm, talkative, and cooperative in groups. He

tends to be conscientious and orderly in his work and adapts well

to routine. He has little capacity for abstract or novel thinking

and thus may have trouble when things get complicated or require

"inspiration." However, he can work diligently to master facts

and details.
ti

Academic PerforMance and Ability

Mean undergraduate grlde point average for this type was

not significantly different from the grand mean. On the MCAT

their best acoresvere on the Quantitative subtest although the

Type 10 mean did not differ significantly from that for all

students combined. .
They, scored significantly lower than average

on the Verbal dubtest (p .030).

During the first year of medical school these students

achieved significantly better grades in Clinical Science I (p .023),

but tended to be graded lamer than other students in Medical Biology I

(p - .067). On National Boards, Part I, Type 10 attained significantly

lower scores on the Pharmacology section (p .047) but did not differ

significantly from average for the remaining sections. They Clo,not

seem to be outstanding academic performers except where their extra-

version and4interest in people can work for them.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

Type 10 students liked student-led didactic lectures (p .027)

and student -led group discussions (p .053) more than their fellow

students when they entered medical school. Hee agaiO\, the people

and action orientation of the "extraverted feeler" seem to be playing

a role. 115
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PerceiVed Goals of the Medical School

Type 10 students gave significantly lower ratings to the

goalOof "developing Clinicians" (p .020) and developing researchers

,(p .000) than their peers and were more homogeneous in their lower

ratings of the goal of "deVeloping administrators" (p .033).

Student- faculty Relations

Less value tends to be placed on faculty structuring of

educational tasks bq.students in this group in comparison with the

total sample (8,p .083). Generally, their scores indicate they
I

place less value on most of the characteristics measured by the

SFRQ-1 than other students (except for Faculty Professional

Activity), although, these differences are not significant

statistically.

They perceive more faculty members as respectful towards

patients in terms of both uncorrected (12,p .050) and corrected

(22,p .037) perception scores. They experience significantly

less satisfaction with the Community Emphasis in the curriculum

than other students (20,p .030), The only other area where

Type 10 students may have a greater than average discrepancy

,between expectations and perceived enactments is Involvement in

Extracurricular Affairs where the type tends to be more homogeneous

in their low scores (p .053).

4
Elements of Professional Identity

On the PIQ Type 10 students give the nurse significantly

more responsibility for exchanging information with patients (p .000)
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and tend to give her greater responsibility in housekeeping matters

(p .070). They tend not to like playing the Psychological Healer

Role with patients (p' .073). Uing community agencies and allied

health personnel, establishing empathy and rapport with patients, and

having a psychosocial orientation are also relatively devalued, but

the differences from aVerage are not significant. The overall

PIQ profile for Type 10 suggests a kind of superficial (though,

no doubt, friendly) relatiopship with patients.

Type 10 has the highest mean score on the Primary Care career

preference cluster of all types but this is of marginal statiStical

significance (p .063). On the individual career preference

variables they are significantly higher on Family and General Practice

(.017), Epidemiology/Community Medicine/Public Health (p .007) and

Group Private Practice (p .000). They dis-prefer working in

educational settings more than other students (p .030).

Use of Leisure Time

Type 10 students spend significanlly more time in task-oriented'

group leisure (p .037), significantly*less time in professional

groups (p .047) and tend to spend more time in structured

recreational groups (p .097) than their peers.

Summary of Type 10

The definition of Type 10)students ienot as clear as in some

of the other types. One gets the impression from their PIQ scores,

career preference ratings. and use of leisure time, that these
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individuals have in mind becoming "Figures in the Community"

with plenty of social contacts and "surface" relationships

of a pleasant nature. A career in medicine may only be a vehicle

for these aspirations since they don't appear to want to assume

roles which are presumably important to patient care (even

though they score high on primary care specialties) and they are

not as involved hp professional groups as one would expect from

extraverted,, people-oriented ,individuals.

.(

Type 11

The following pattern of personality scores is used-to

identify'students belonging to Type 11:

-2'.
Moderately Illj.gh R4e-houndness (Xli 57.30)

High Extraversthn

Moderately Low Feeling 43.73)

Moderately High Divergence of Thought (X11 57.43)

Average Anxiety 0Cli /1613)

Individuals of this sort enjoy'being in the "driver's seat"
. . .

in an organization, i.e., making decisions and giving orders..

They value reason and what they consider to be "efficiency"

(clearly defined objectives, 'well-thought-out plans, systematic

work, order, scheduling). These characteristics are, of course,

an asset in siPuations that-can be routinized and require pro-

ductivity (in terms of quantity).,
to

Type lls control their own behavior by adberence to socially-

approved, often traditional standards and are-likely-to pride

themselves on being responsible. While-this,kind of person is
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very outgoing and socially oriented, his biggest problems may

occur in that realm. This is'because he is naturally critical

and tends to impose his own values for nrder and reason on others.

If the other does not hold the same values, or defines them differ-

ently in some context, the Type 11 may "rub him the wrong way."

Additionally, the Type 11 has a hard time inhibiting his judgmental

pfocess long enough tolisten to others and get enough information

to make sound decisions. These students, on the other hand, are

interested in new ideas and complex problems and may see long-range

possibilities in them..
8

Academic Performance and Ability

The Type 11 mean undergraduate rade point average is insig-

nificantly higher than the grand mean, although the within type

homogeneity tends to be greater than average (p .080). Mean

MCAT scores for the type are below average for all subtexts

except the Verbal, but these differenteS are not statistically

significant.

In medical school, students in this type received significantly

poorer grades in Clinical Science I (p .050) but significantly

better grades in Medical Biology II (p .020).' National Boards,

Part ',scores were very similar to mean scores for all students

combined.

Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

On entry to medical School, students belonging to Type 11

preferred independent study more than their peers (p .057).
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This could be,a result of their desire to organize, schedule, and .

ayhtematize their work, in their own way and to their own standards.

Perceived Goals of the Medical SchoOl

Type 11 students see "developing researchers" as a lower.priority

goal of the medical school than their peers (p .053).

Student-faculty Relations

In keeping with their "Rule-bound" nature, Type 11 students

place greater value on student 'enthusiasm and interest, order and

productivity, and Consideration towards faculty (1,p .017). They

tend to devalue the importance of informal contacts with faculty

members Ckeeping an "appropriate" distance?) (6,p u. .087).

They are more critical than other students in their assess-

ments of the amount of psychosocial emphasis in the curriculum

(11,p .047), a fact which tends to hold up when corrected for

their level of expectation (18,p,.. .057). They are also less

_satisfied than other students in the amount of student and faculty

involvement in extracurricular affairs(23,p .010).

Elements of Professional Identity

"On the PIQ, Type 11 students placed greater importance than

their peers on the physician folly informing ,patients about their dis-

orders (p' .000), tended to place greateir value on the use of community

agencies and allied health personnel (31,p = .077) and tended to favor

a "Disease Orientation" (p .083).
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These students tend-to score higher than othets on the Institutional

Practice Career cluster p .057) due to significantly higher

scores on the "Private I stit ion"'variable (p .020). They express

a greater than average R eference tor Psychiatry as a.specialty

choice (p .050) and/Group Private PraCtioe as a work setting (p .017).

Their scores on 0 stetrics-Gynecology tend to be higher-than average

(p .080) whil¢ their scores for Basi' Medical Sciences tend to be

lover than average (p .070). Depending upon he approach taken,
II

all of these situations allow latitude for a "Managerial" role

set, e.g., one can manage (rather than treat) psychiatric patients,

especially in an institution, and one can give orders to and direct

expectant mothers.

Use of Leisure Time

Type 11 students tend to report using more of:Z'lir leisure

time in structured recreational activities than do their peers (p .080).

Perhaps even their recreation is approached with order and efficiency,

in mind.

Summary.of Type 11

In terms of their personality characteristics, individuals in

this type appear to bethe Nanagers," i.e., they like to organize

activities and direct people. It might seem that the predicted variables

do not present a totally coherent picture, however. On the other hand,

Type 11 students sore i\n directions indicating humanistic trends:

they desire more psychosocial emphasis, favor use of community resources
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in medical Care, believe it important to inform patients about

their disorders and are inclined towards Psychiatry. On the otftr .

hand, they score on some variables in a. direction indicating aw

certain "distancing" from others: they tend to be disease orifented
4

and don't value informal relationships with faculty. As with the

personality dimensions, perhaps it is not so much the values attained
14

on the individual variables but t pattern of characteristics which
0

is important. That is, what appea\ç to be divergent trends might

be reconciled by assuming that Type 11 students operate accord-1.14g

to a definite set of rules in their interpersonal'relatiOnships, that

what appear to be "tender-minded" characteristics, in reality, taint

under the rubtic of ."order and efficiency" for these individuals:'

This interptetat/on is consonant with the meaning attached to

elevated Rule-bomndness scores.

Type 12

Students are indentified as fitting into Type 12 by their sim-

ilarity to the, following personality profile:

High Rule-boundnessA2 mg 63.01)

High Extraversion ,(X12 mg 59.39)

Average Feeling (i12 7 48.481

Low DiVergente of ThOught- (X12 37.04)

Low Anxiety (112,o 42.27)

This type bears some resemblance to Type 11 in terms of 'being

socially outgoingand bound by socially acceptable codes of conduct.

They differ in being lees analytical, more factually minded and

122 9
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oriented to practical affairs and having a much lower level of
,

afixiety. This last characteristic may indiwe low motivation

for persisting at difficult tasks, perhaps a kind of 'Over-
,

satisfaction" With themselves. The Type 12 person is 'intellectu-

ally not very curiqua, nor is he an inspired thinker. His forte

seems'to be in the systematic organiz rioefacts and operations

that are fairly concrete ink nature.

Academic Performance and Ability

'The mean undergraduate grade paint average far -Type 12 is

a

the lowest of all types, although it'is not significantly Aiffererent

frobl`the grand mean. Their MCAT scores have the hfsh'Quantitative

peak, but lend to be low on the Verbal subtedt (p .053).

They achieve significantly better grades. in.Clihical Science I

(p .007), but significantly poorer grades in Medical Biology '11

(p .030) than do other medical students. Type 12 studentd perform
P

the weakest' of all types on National Boards, Part I. They are,,signifi-

cantly,lower on the Physidlogy section (p 'Am .007), the Biochemistry

section (p - .010), the Microbiology section (PL .003) and the

Pharmacology section (p. .007). They tend also to be llwer,on the

Anatomy section (p .060).

'Preferred Methods of Teaching/Learning

Students in this type, more than other students, definitely

appear to want information ,"pOured" into them in didactic style.

12 3
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On entry to medical school, they rated student-led didactic

lectures h4gher than their peers (p = .010), and at the time of

questionnaire administration, they rated both student-led (p = .093)

and,faculty led (p 033) didactic lectures more favorably. They

showed a greater, than average dislike for faculty-led groupdis-

cussions (p = .057 and .017) and, clinical rounds and conferences

(p = .020 and .033) both on entry'and at the time data was collected.

.C7

Perceived Goals of the Medical School

No significant differences from the total group means or trends

were found for Type 12,students in their perceptions of mediCal

school goals.

Student-faculty Relations.

As with other types hang high Rule-boundness scores, Type 12

students place greater importance on students enacting Ideal Student

Role Behavior (p '.003), They also place grea er emphasis on

developingstUaentePsychosociocultural Sensit vity (p = .050),

want mere informal contacts with faculty (64p = ,013) And tend to

want bore structure4inthe educational setting .(p = .060).

They perceive more Psychosocial Emphasis in the curriculum

(p =.033),and tend to see greater emphasis on Student Personal

Development-4 .073)'than other students. Compared'to expectations,

however, they tend to set greater than average deficiency only in

faculty support, encou ement and helpfulness (17,p = .097). Thus,

these students appear to be fairly-content with student-faculty

6 ,

relaripns.

A
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Elements of ;1rofessional Identity

is differ from therm= in 'placing significantly

more importance oo the physician's authority (p . 27), tendineto

devalue the importance of the patients' knowledge okAis disorder

(p .080) and b ing more homogeneous in their "Aisease oriented"

approach (p .087).

On the car er preference clusters, this type was significantly

lower than thei peers on the Research-academic cluster (p .013).

They tended to be lower on the Referral Specialties cluster (p mg .077.)

and the Institutional Practice cluster .053) and higher on the

Surgical Specialties cluster (p .080). On the individual career

preference variabts, Type 12 students' means were significantly

higher than average on Family. And General Practice (p .043) and_

lower than average on Ophthalmology (p .013), Otorhinolaryngology

(p .4 .047), Research (p .003), Education (p .007) and work in

Public,Inscucions (p .033). Trends toward Surgery (p ,.063)

and away from EpideMiology/CoMMunity Medicine/Public Health (p .053)

and Dermatology (p .093) were also. found.

Use of Leisure Tithe

-0

Students in this type report using significantly more leisure

time in Task-ofiented Groups (p .030), more leisure time in

Professional Groups (p .000) and moreleisure time in Family'

Recreation (p .017) than their peers. All of these are quite

"traditional" uses of leisure and thus might be related to the

high Rtile-boundness scores of the type.'
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In summary, jype 12 Students might be identified with the

label "Extraverted Pragmatists." They lack the motivation to do

very well on National Boards, Part I, prefer the traditional

lecture method of teaching, want faculty to provide structure .

and think students should be enthusiastic, productive and considerate

to faculty. They are generally content with medical school, except

for the amount 'of encouragement and support they perceive themselves

to receive from faculty. They seem to be "traditional" also in their'

view of the physician role, in their career preferences and in their

uses of leisure time. The impression one receives from the data is

that Type 12 studentswould like to step into the stereotyped physi-

cian role.

COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS MEDICAL STUDENT TYPOLOGIES'

Because of differences in scoring techniques, criteria used,,

time-periods of prediction,- methods of identifying, types, etc.,

1

it ib impossible to make very rigorous comparisons and contrasts

between the typology eloped in this study and the other typologies

which have been proposed or medical students. Nevertheless, it

may be instructive to juxtapose the various schemes in order to see

if any gross similarities appear.

Icrerms of the bisic measurement dimensions, the 16 category

scheme of Isabel Briggs Myers is most similar to the present one.

Each of her types is identified by a combination of four indices:

a preference for sensation (S) or intuition (N), a preference for

126
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thinking (T) or feeling (F), a pteferente for introversion (I)

extraverdion (E), an attitude which is eithek judging (J) or per-

ceptive (P). In her study of medical students,
10

she found,certain

of these preferences were over or under-represented when compared to

a college-bound high school sample. The percentage breakdown of the

preferences for thede two groups s well as for the sample used in

the present study appear in Ta le 2. Based on the high school fre-

quencies, both medical student groups are over-represented in the-4

introversion, intuitive and feeling preferences. Mrs. Myers explains

these findings in terms of the notion that medicine offers a field in

which an individual may be humanitarian.(thus, the appeal to feeling)

and/or scientific (allowing more intuitive persons to problem solve and

the introvert to concentrate on intellectual matters). The UNM sample

looks quite similar to the earlier med 1 group except that it includes

intuitives.

When preferences were broken down into the 16 possible categories,

Mrs. Myers found the most over-Tepresentation in the INFP group, followed

by INFJ, 1NTP, ENFJ, INTJ, ISFP, ISTP, ENFP and ISFJ. The ESTJ was most

under-represented in the medical student group followed by ISTJ, ESTP and

ENTJ. These fin4ngs were based on theratio of medical school relative

frequency/academic.high school relative frequency. Since it was not

possible to compute these ratios for the UN)( sample, their disiribution

in the Myers type categories (scored by her method) were viewed simply

in terms of percentages (see Table 3). It can be seen that over -

representation of INFPs, INTFa, ENFPs and perhaps INTJAI isoconfirmed
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TABLE 2

Frequency of Myers-Briggs Preferences Among High School Boys,

Medical Students, and the,Univertity of New Mexico

Sample of Medical Students.

N E '\ I

HIGH SCHOOL 3503 62% 38% 58% 42% 62% 38i 51%. 49%

MEDICAL SCHOOL 4622 50% 50% 47% 11% 53% 47% 43% 57%

CNM 146 47% 53% 34% 66% 56% 44% 51% 49%

it>
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TABLE 3

Percentages of the UN Medical Student Sample Falling Into

Each of the Myers-Briggs Types

ezm

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

7.5% 3.4% 1.4% 10.3%

ISTP ISFP 8INFP /INTP

4.,1% 3.4%, ..14..45/ 8.9%
A .1 .

ESTP ES FP , ENTP

1.4% 2.1% 8.9% 6.3%

ESTJ ESP.)

8.2% 3.4%

ti

ENFJ ENTJ,

6.8% 10.2%
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in this sample. The over-representation of INFJs'is not, however,

and neither is the under-representation of ESTJs, ISTJs and ENTJs.

Whether these differences are due to the shall UNM sample, to

generational differences (the Myers'sample was frpeclasses entering

medical school nearly two decades ago), to differences in admissions ,

procedures or to chaoges in the "image" of medicine over the years,

is hard to say. /

Switching now a comparison of the 12 types derived in the

present study with t e 16 traditional Myers-Briggs'categories, it

Ohould first be noted, that, in addition to including another dimension of

i

individual variation, scores were obtained in a different mann,r11

and standardized for the sample of medical students. This involves

a shifting of refe,(ence axes for those dimensions that correspond

in the two st ernes. Thus, an individual who is an INFP according

:to the Myers- yigge scheme may fall into the ."average" category in
.

the typology of this ptudy because scores are on a continuum and

have been "recalibrated" for the group by itself.

If the anxiety dimension is ignored and mean type scores above
of,

Wend below 30 allowed to represent Myers - Briggs' preferences, then

the typology developed in the present study shows correspondences

to 10 of the Myers-Briggs' types. Two of the,corresponding Myers-

Briggs' types are each divided into two subtypes by the aniayses

of this study. Those types which'seem to be "absent" are ISFJ, INFJ,

INTJ, ISM INTP, ESFP. Since the INTJ and INTP categories were both

sufficiently populated when scored by Myers' method, it can be
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assumed that their "absence" reflects a change in the "center of

gravity" of the type table -- toward the introverted*intuitive

corner. The other four absent types were sparcely populated even

when scored in the traditional manner.

Remembering that the correspondences between the two typologi-

cal schemes are only approximate, the specialty ratings of the UNM

4

sample can be compared to the actual specialties chosen by subjects

in the Myers' sample. Voth the ESTJ group and Type 12 students

seemed to prefer general practice and surgery and die-prefer academic

and research careers. Type 10 students were "it,line" with the

preference shown by the ESFJs for general practitie and dis-preference

for medical education. However, Type 3 and the ENFP group differed

V,

in their preferences for Pediatrics, General Practice and Anesthesi-

ology. Most of the remaining, pairs of types showed more disagreement

than agreement in their specialty preferences.

These differences may represent simply the dif erences in

the typologies, the differences in"what was predicted (a specialty

rating while in school vs. actual choice oi specialty 12 years later),

or differences in the institutions from which subjects were drawn.

However, it is also possibte that the differences represent changes

in the character of specialties,in the last 20 years and differences-

in what is "in" in terms of popularity. Perhaps those students who,

in the past, would have chosen Psychiatry would now choose one of

the primary care areas. It is interesting that all of the types
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in the present study which rated Primary Care specialties as

preferred with extraverted-feeling types (with the exception of

Type 12). In the Myers' study, these types,' when intuitive,

tended to be over-represented in Psychiatry. The different choices

both "make sense" in terms of the characteristics imputed to the

type if.one makes allowances for changes in the "images" of the two

spec ialit ies.

Although not _truly a typology, the two dimensional scheme of

Davies and Mawbray
12 at the University of Melbpurne is interest

A .

because their dimensions appear to be similar to two of those used

in the predent study. They divided subjects i o four quadrants

on the basis of scores on .a thinking introvers on scale and.a

complexity of thought scale. Subjects in the e traverted-low

complexity of thought quadrant most preferred Su ery as a specialty,

'were uninterestecrin Psychiatry, saw income as the most important

factor in career satisfaction, reported their decisiop to enter

medicine was influenced by their families and had no serious doubts'

about that decision. This sounds-most reminiscent of the Type 12

students in the present study.

The extraverted-high complexity of thought subjects preferred

General Practice as well as Surgery and saw the most important

factor in Career Satisfaction to be the gratitude of patients. These

characteristics are similar'to those found in Types .3 and 9. Subjects

in the introverted-high complexity of thought quadrant were special

rc
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interested in Psychiatry, but also in Internal Medicine and

General Practice, Introverts, in general, achieved higher marks

On a multiple clibice Psychiatry examination and in their aggregate

marks for Surgery, Obstetrics-Gynecology and Medicine. OF those

who were interested in research, half were in the introve ted-high

complexity of thought quadrant.

These results appear to be in line with the findings of the

present study insofar as the dimensions are comparable.

Funkenstein
13 has postulated three broad types of medical

students: the student scientists, the psychologically-minded

students and the student praCtioners. The student scientists have

an undergraduate background in science and mathematics, have

higher Quantitative and Science than verbal MCAT scores, have
1

vocational interes4-Similar to those of natural scientists and

lack experience in dealing with people. While successful and

content during the preClihical years of mediCal school, they' may

have problems in the clinical years, apparently due to difficulties

in working with people and being required to take action without com-

plete evidence. Their career interests are teaching and research.

These specifications seem to fit amazingly well students belonging

to Type 4 (Biological academics) in the scheme proposed in the

present study.

The psychologically-minded students, according to Funkenstein,

have an undergraduate background in the humanities, have very high

Verbal MCAT scores but relatively low Quantitative scores and have
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vocational interests' in the verballinguistics'grou
They have

skill and experience in working with people and'lean towards

careers in.Psychiatry. The first two years of medical school are

difficult for them because they do not see the relevance of basic

medical sciences to their future careers. In the clinical years,

however, they are likely to "shine" due to their interest and

ability in working with people. All in all, Type 1 (Disillusioned

Idealists) students appear most similar to the psychologically-minded

group, in spite of the fact that their interest in Psychiatry is no

greater than average. Their MCAT pattern, attitudes toward physician

roles and disillusionment with the first two years of medical school

are all in line with the characterization
presented by Funbenstein.

The lack of interest in Psychiatry may simply reflect differences

in the image of this specialty presented at Harvard and UNM or in the

zeitgeist of medicine.

The student practitioners are said to have ew intellectual

interests, to have majored as undergraduate in "extracurricular

activities" and to have vocational interests similar to individuals

in the service occupations. Their MCAT scores are not outstanding

in either verbal .or science-quantitative areas. Their interests

are in people, and they want to practice medicine in such a way

that their interests can be realized.,, Thus, they are presumed to

have difficulty with the basic sciences, but do well in the clinical

years except, perhaps, for Psychiatry since they are not very intro-

spective. The typology developed in the present study presents several
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candidates for this group: Type 3 (People-oriented), Type 6

(Complacent Extraverts), Type 9 (People-Oriented Enthusiasts),

Type 10 (Figure& in the Community) and Type 12 (Extraverted

Pragmatists). Three of these can be eliminated on the basis of

MCAT scores, expectations and perceptions of medical school, and

attitudes expressed in their physician ideologies. This leaves

Types 10 and 12 as reasonable approximations to the kinds of

students Funkenstein describes. Obviously,' this is a much more

heterogeneous group than the other two and much harder to identify

unequivocally using Funkenstein's.criteria.

The final typological scheme to be described is the one

proposed by Beiser and Allender.
14 Their types were formulated adli

described in terms of answers to a questionnaire which included'

biographical items, fUture wishes and a "philosphy, of life" essay.

The "striver" type evidenced few nonacademic interests and lacked

an intensity of interest even in academic subjects. They tended

to be youngest sons from families of recent Americanization who

were not mobile and of low spcioeconomic and educational status.

In spite of this, the parents were the major source of finantial

support. In interviews, they seemed practical, family oriented

and desirous of security and personal happiness. Using the criteria

of grades and MCAT scores, they were identified as "over-achievers"

in4medical school. They seemed to prefer to go into General Practice.

The "individualist" was described as having strong but equal

motivation for scientific pursuits and working with people. These,
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students tended to be the aldest,sons of upwardly mobile, higher

social status parents. In interviews,,they appeared "aggressive"

j
and definite," wanted large familiee and'to live in small towns.

This group was also identified as "over-achievers" in Medical

1

school and presumablY showed an uneven pattern of achievement based'

on their interests. The authors described them as "not eager to

impress people," and "strong-willed."

The "unrealist" type WWI identified by errors in narking on

the questionnaire or marking "don't know" on any item of basic

family or personal information. They were said to coma from

unstable families where the mother's education was greater than

that of the father,,to have broad and deep non-academic interes s,

to have minimal premedical education and to show More interest

English than the average medical student. They were deemed "under-

achievers" in medical school but also "likeable," "bright," "optimistic"

and having a "childlike faith." The term' "uritealist" was applied

because, it seemed to the authors, they failed to see some elements

in their environment.

Because of the catch -all nature of things used to define these

types, the vagueness of characteristics, and lack of seasurement,'

it is doubtful whether this scheme should even be called a typology.

The difficulty of identifying members is evident in the fact that

only 55 out of 200 students in the class could be claiSified into

one of the three grOups. Considering the fuzziness of Beisers',

scheme, it is not surprising that one should have difficulty in
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finding any cdrredpondences with the types developed in the

present study. Perhaps there is some similarity between Type 1

and. the "individualist" although one has little confidence in this.

Viewed as a whole,there appear to be some similarities between

some of the types identified in this, study and some of the types

proposedsreviously. The present typology of,medical students has

the virtues of being relatively unequivocal in assignin members

to types, in being relatively all-inclusive encompessini

most students) and in maximizing within sample differences. They

fact that it predicts relatively large number of"external,"

medically-relevant vi iables is the best.messure of'its value.

I

LIMITATIONS AND UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS

The several clusters of students which emerged in this study

re found to poisess medicine and medical school related character-

istics which could be 'construed as "making,sense" in terms of their

personality descriptions. However, a number of limitations exist.

dui to less than optimal sampling conditions, data collection periods,

sample size and so on.

Potentially, the most serious problems would seem to be intro-

duced by the use of cross-sectional rather than longitudinal data.

was necessary at the time the study was initiated in order to
a

,obtain,enough subjects for application of the analytic procedures.

But it is now known (from data not reported here) that many of the

Measures shOw,chante as a fungtion o
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Several of the SFRQ variables, for example, reveal increasing or

decreasing trends over the four years of medical school. What the

cross-sectional sample does, then, is to confound two sources of

variation in some of the dependent variables: that due eo individual

differences and that due to year in medical school. If the independ-

ent variables, the types, were also related to year in medical school,

then one might be concerned that some of theafindings could be

artifactual. Sin

relationships to

0 type membership showed no more than chance

ear in medical school in this study, however,

one might suppote that the confounding of these two sources of

%
variance did no more than increase "error" variance. That is\!

some "true_relationships were probably not identified because bf in-

flated within-type variance due to the mixing of students in different

years within the same type.

The small number of subjects in each type also presents prob ems

in generalizing the results. Although this is taken into 'Account in

calculating probabilityrels,. one still may question the reliabi ity
r

of such findings, especially when shrinkage due to missing data Oc urs

for a type having a small n to begin with. 'The shrinkage itselfihi ht

0
'be biased so that otherwise random influences could determine whethr

or not a characteristic is significantly related to a type.

P
Another set of problems relates to the stability of the types

themselves. Part of this problem has to do with w ether or not the

same types with the same "boundaries" would appear i additional

subjects"were added to the pool. Would the "spaces' between preSently
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identified types "fill up" so thai some of these types would merge?

Would the densities of modal points shift from their present locations-

in k-dimensional space? -Would' new modal points or clusters segregate

out so that two or more types exist where there was only one? The

answers to these questionkare all dependent upon the represensk-

tiveness ofthe initial sample.- The larger the N, of course,

the more stable one would expect type boundaries and means to become.

This is an empirical problem for which, at present, there is no

solution. As data accumulated, it will be possible to assess how

.much type configurations, inter-type similarities.and the existence

of types is dependent upon sample size.

Aiother part of the prOblem of type stability has to do frith

whether or not the same individuals would be grouped together at
st,

time T2 as at time, T1. .That is, would the typological procedures

identify the same cohorts of Subjects if the assessment devices'

were readministeied at a later date? 'This is, of course, dependent

upon the reliability of scores wish which individuals are located

in k-dimensional space. Test-retest correlations for the variables

used in the present study indicate reliabilities,l'after one year,

which approaches the maximum'for tests pf this sort.
15 Whether

or not this is "reliable enough",is ano her question. It is con-

ceivable that minor changes in all subj is on all dimensions might

produce a quite different alignment Of t$bjects. The problem is

compounded further by the fact that obserVed changes in test scores

are composed of both "real changes" in thl problem-solving systems

being assessed and changes due simply to ttle unreliability,of the

\\39.
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test itself. -Preliminary data suggests that, on some of the

personality variables, changes in scares reflect mainly test

unreliability, while on other variables both influences seem

,to play a part.

Assuming the problems of test unreliability can somehow be

overcome or at least "lived with," one is still, faced with the

implications of real change for any typological scheme. One can

imagine fOur k nds of outcomes, depending upon the nature of

Iscore changes, In the sample. Insthe first case% whatever the

V

influence or influences that produce the change, all subjects

are affected equally so that the coordinates, in terms array

scores, are displaced from their original positions; Since,

in psycb\ological measurement, most scores are standardized anyway,

the net result of such. changes would be no change in the distribution

of points in measurement space.

A second possible outcome,might be that the means and/or

variances of the types change without changing the assignees to

the types. Thus, the members of a type might be more or less

"spread out" in comparisen to a prior analysis, or their "center

of gravity" might shift in the measurement space. These changes

would present no major conceptual problems, although the structure

of relationships between types might change.

\

A third possibility is that the structure and locus of types

remain much the same from one analysis to another, but that individuals

change their category assignments. The analogy one thinks of here is

of a set of job categories within an organization with, for example,
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promotional shifts taking place. If this kind.of situation

should obtain, the problem then becomes one Of identifying the

rules of change in type assignments.

Finally, it would be possible for the number, definitions

and interrelations of types to change drastically from one time

period to another. That is ney groupings of subjects\with different

loci in the score space m ght emerge. Such an outcome would not

necessarily mean that one hould abandon the notion of types, al-

though a revision in the w one thinks of them would possibly be

O
required. Thus, they would have to be recognized as relatively

temporary .ustatei" of an ar ay.of objects and their associated

attribute values, rather than clusters of oi3ects which are stable

over time. And a new set of empirical problems would be generated,

namely, the identification of regularities in, and determinants

of, transitions from state to state. An example of an area where

this kind of structural change might occur is in a developing

organization where roles are being progressively differentiated.

At an early stage there could be just a few relatively ero-

eneous groupings, while late! stages might dee more homogeneous

subgro
\
ps become segregated o i.e., certain individuals would

become more similar to each of er and more dissimilar from others.

Any one or a combination of these outcomes is'conceivabls

within the conceptual framework of this study. Problem solving

systems are seen as dynamic structures capable of modification at

a number of levels. However, it'is hypothesized that the amount

I. a
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of real change which, takes place in the characteristics used to

define sys -(ea types in the present study will be relatiyakr small '

over the deVelopmental period of interest. ,EXcept for the diffi- ;

culties intodUced by measurement erroranplitig bias, then, . t-
0

i

one would expectimore or less the same types to emerge at different

time periods. F Cher research should be eble_to identify the

degree to which this is so and the amount of attention which must

be directed to experiential changes in these system characteristics.

A problem le t unresolved by the present research has to do

with the choice of dimensions on which to base a typology. One can

still ask what wou d have been the results if additional dimensions

had been included or if alternative. dimensions had been substituted.

Would the predictive utility of the resulting types have been increased?

Would the types have had greater heuristic value? The major constraints

on how this problem is handled seem to be practical ones. With the

number of subjects small relative to the number of dimensions, it is
iJ

possible for the k-dimensional score space to be so sparsely populated

that modal points would be unreliable and the types would be of low

homogeneity. And, even if a large number of subjects were available,

it would be difficult to induce them to take a huge battery of

assessment devices.
\

In any given application, then, it is usually necessary that a

relatively small subset of dimensions be elected from a universe

of potential dimensions. The only statistically desirable feature
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of such a subset is the orthogonality of the dimensions so that

information overlap is minimized. (Correlations of criteria with

candidate dimensions are unreliable guides since they may obscure

complex interactions or "functional' emergents"). Other than that,

one is forced to rely upon'theory, knowledge of the content area,

and intuition to select dimensions. This state of affairs can, of

course, lead to a number of alternative typologies. Which of them

would be "the best" for some particular set of purposes is a judg-

ment that would have to be made after comparative data were obtained.

Two final limitations on extrapolation of the results of this

study are that data were obtained only from students in one medical

school and were confined largely to the first two years. It is

poss4le that the constellation of findings for any given type

will shift with the nature of the medical school "climate" and that

different kinds of phenomena will be associated with the types in

the "clinical years" of medical school and on into postgraduate

training and practice. Just what these characteristics might be is

a matter for empirical investigation.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

In this study the medical student was conceptualized

as a complex which both poses problems and offers potential

solutions. The problems with which the student must deal

were seen to include those of survival within the medical

school system, relating to others within the world of
4,

medicine, and making choices amongst various career options.

presented to him, these problems are mostly ill - defined

and require for their. solution the generation and solution

of sub-problems, including those of identity, the character

ization of others, and the representation of professional.

'alternatives.

The medical school environment was viewed as a pool of

potential problem element representations and prototypic

problem solutions Faculty and staff were seen as presenting

to the student a diverse array df learning experiences,

concepts, role models, values, attitudes, personalities and

the like. Since many of these are incompatible or mutually

exclusive (eg., one cannot represent certain patients as

crocks" and as individuals deserving respect at the same

time)., the student must choose which, if any, of the images

presented he should incorporate into his own problem solving

system.
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It was the thesis of this study that what the medical

student strives to build into his own problem solving

system, and the way he builds it in, will be governed not

only by that portion of medical life presented to him by

his environment or by minimal requirements fclr graduation,

but also by the general nature of the problem solving

system with which he begins. That is, the person's problem

solving system, to some degree, directs its own development.

Thus, the foci of the present study were the contributions,

of pre-existing problem solving syStems to the further

elaboration and specification of those systems within the

context of medicine.

In order to investigate this proposition empirically,

several types of problem solving systems were identified

on the basis of patterns of scores on five, dimensions of

cognitive style or "personality". The five dimensions,

derived from cluster analysis of the Myers-Briggs Type

IndicatOr and 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire, were:

1. Extraversion vs. Introversion

2. Rule-bound vs. Unconstrained

3. Feeling vs. Thinking

4. Divergence vs. Conventionality of Thought

5. Anxiety vs. Adjustment

Twelve relatively homogeneous score patterns Ktypes)

were identified in a group of medical students at the Univer-

sity of New Mexico School of Medicine by subjecting their

scores on the five dimensions to the BC-TRY object cluster-

ing procedure. 145
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For each of the twelve groups of "like-minded" subjects,

on each of 105 continuous variables, a mean'and standard'

deviation were calculated and compared to a distribution of

300 means or standard deviations computed from random

samples of scores selected from total pool of scores

on each variable. In addition, del.ation from chance

Occurrence was evalUated for fifteei non-continuous variables

by means of the'Chi-Square Test. The predicted variables,

included scores on several dimensions of physician ideology;

, \

scores on dimensions of expectations and perceptions of .

student and faculty roles; ratings of career dispositions;

I

ac demid ability and achieVement scores; ratings of per-

cei d goals of the medical school; ratings of preferred .

meth\Ids. of learning; ratings of the frequency of involve-

ment \in various kinds of leisure time pursui and several

biographical variables:

Definite patterns of characteristics emerged for the

twelve types as a result of these analyses. They were

conceptualized as follows:

Type 1: Disillusioned Idealists

These students are sensitive and eager to help others

and take a humanistic approach to interpersonal relations.

Their preferences are for improvisation and spontaneity

rather than preparation and self-restraint. They value

original and innovative approaches to problems more than

practical, down-tot-earth ones.
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Type 1 students are capable individuals who enter

medical school expecting a good deal of freedom of action

and "oalets" for their desires for personal growth and

humanisti ...relatedness. After what may be an initial

spurt of e thusiasm in the first year, they become dis-

enchanted w th medical school and earn poorer evaluations

of their performance than would be expected on the basis

of their abilities alone. The amount of subjective

distress which they experience is greater than that of

Other medical students. In terms of specialty preferences,

they appear to be headed in the direction of Internal

Medicine.

Type 2: Loners

Students belonging to this type are socially shy,

introspective, quiet and inhibited in self-expression.

They may be bothered by feelings of inferiority or lack,

of self-confidence. They tend to be imaginative and

intellectually curious, interested in the content of

their work or study.as opposed to the social.or economic

gains they may receive from it. The Type 2 individual is

unconcerned with his social image, may be seen as "negligent"

in contexts requiring attention to detail and routine, or

as "adaptable" in contexts not having these constraints.

In medical school Type 2 students seem to prefer to

learn on their own, don't expect much or perceive much to

be offered by faculty or other students, and shy away from
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the demands of social intercourse. The hypothesis can be

entertained that they "solve" problems which trigger an

unfavordble characterization of self (i.e., in the social

interaction area) by devaluing the importance of one's

"performan " infuch situatiogs. Since most medical

positions 'quire some amount of interpersonal relating,

:

perhaps it is not too surpri ing that Type 2 students

have not identified a snecia ty niche for themselves-.

Type 3: People-Oriented Practitioners

These students are concerned with people,,warm and

sympathetic in their relations with others, sensitive,,,

and "tender-minded." They are likely to be described as

enthusiastic, spontaneous and insightful, especially in

the interpersonal context. The Type 3 student values

creativity and cal be imaginative and innovative in

:I

circumstances wh re it is not required that he "keep his

nose to the grin stone."

In medical school these students do not appear except-

ionally bright, scholarly, or discontented with their lot.

Warm and friendly relationships with others seem, for

Type 3's, to be rewarding in and of themselves. They tend

,

to, seek occupstiondl;setlings, and value the kinds of role

behavior which would make such. interaction realizable, e.g.,

General Practice.
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Type 4: Biological Academics

Student's falling into this type are practical, have

good memory for detail, tend to be consistebt and dependable,

and are able to support their judgments with facts. Logic,

planning and decisiveness are valued characteristics to

these individuals. They may-have difficulty in understanding

others' points of view and experience some degree of subjec-

tive distress. Outwardly, they may be seen-as serious,

..quiet and self-sufficient.

In medical school, the interests and abilities of

Type 4 students seem to lie in the acquisition of concrete

facts and details. This orientation is augmented by a

desire for facultydirectiveness in the educational

process rather than a desire for "freedom of movement"

or opportunities for personal expression. They would

prefer to understand the facts of disease uncomplicated

by psychological and social aspects or personal reactions

of the physician'. Their career inclinations appear to be

towards the technical facets of medicine: basic science

and research.

Type 5: Introverted Pragmatists

These students are similar to those in Type 4 but with

less subjective distress, less emphasis on logic and

impersonal judgment, and even more valuation of "concrete"

reality. They are likely to be described as dependable,
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persevering and responsible. Routine activities and tasks

requiring attention to detail and thoroughness are easily

assumed by Type 5 students. Socially they tend to be shy

and introverted. Complex situations may ',1throw" them.

While Type 4's, with their greater thinking orientation,,

perform well in traditional kinds of academic tasks (e.g.,

National Boards) and are attracted tothe academic life,

Type 5's don't place as much stock in analysis and logic,

tend to avoid academic life, and to invest themselves in

it only to the degree of "getting by." -The greater

valuation of practical facts in Type S's seems to be

reflected in an even more "tough minded' image of the

physician role than in Type 4's. Their career preferences

appear to be toward areas that are not too complex, don't

involve a lot of "people dealing," and are concerned with

sensory facts.

Type 6: Complacent Extraverts

The outstanding characteristics of this type are its

high extraversion and low anxiety scores., These, Actudents

could be described as outgoing, socially poised, liking

to have others around, liking external stimulation, and

action oriented. While not easily disturbed by self-

doubts, nor quickly upset, they may lack the motivation

and patience for long complicated tasks. They tend to be

interested in results rather than principles or ideas.
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'While not exceptionally capable tellectual Type 6

studentS earn better than average eval tions in the first. .

two year of medical schdOl, perhaps because of thir Social"

outgoingness and desire to participate. They appelr to be
[

more satisfied with student-faculty relations than other

-0

students. Career inclinations in this group look Somewhat

diverse, although the hypothesis might be entertained that

they prefer settingsthatprovide regular houts and allow
F.

them f -edom to engage in extra-professional activities.

teal" Students

In t'e scores om the fiVe dimensions and number

members, thiseype'comprises the "average" medical

student at this mediOal'school. Compared with-c011egt
A

students in general,-
4

they are above average in intelligence,
4

k ;
emotionally stable and self-assertive. They 'tend to be

critical,

'preferring

g?oup norms

erimenting and non74traditional in their views,
0/

to MalCeeir own-decisions rathet than rely on

P
Interested'inart, theory, 'and basic beliefs,

they can be quite - creative while being immature in practical

judgment.. Generally they are of a cheerful nature.

,,

This group of "average' medical students appeared to

4

be average only In their image of the ideal physician. In

terms of the criteria of success in the first two years of
.

medical school they couid,be considered "ideal". They

achieve -good grades, perform'exceptionally well on National

Boardsib Part I, do not need "structure".in their student
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roles nor accotmodation on the part of 'faculty. They

are more satisfied than their peers with the amount of

encouragem nt and support received from faculty and, one

might sus ect, they are more likelythan other students

to get it Their ,career preferences reflect their academic

success n the basic sciences, it would seem, perhaps with

an addit onal constraint that "technology 'oriented"

specialties receive lbw priority.

Typd 8: Anxious Avoiders

The most Outstanding characteristic of those students

is.their exceedingly high amount of acktow. edged diatres6.

Combined with their tendency toward low,Rulie-bolindness,

one!would expect these individuals,to experience undisciplined

and',unchanneled self-conflict. Drenditrupon circumstances,

they many be anxious`, self-reproaching, worrying Or suspicious

of the intentions of others. They are prone to guilt feelings

and maybe easily upsetby real or imagined assults on their

identities:

As far as ca'n'be determined from the,predicted variables,

Type '8 tendencies ,toward unfavorable ,self - characterizations

are easily elicited by a number f situations and they wish

to avoid them. In.school, loneliness or anxiety aroused by

not being able to organize themselves might be submerged by

frequent outings or involvement in extracurricular activities

(although this strategy might take its toll on academic

performance)... Type 8's seem to project their anxiety on
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,
faculty, seeing them as not being orderly, well-organized,

interesting as teachers, nor supportive and helpful as

individuals. They.p fer to deal-with "disease" rather

than the messy prcble of interpersonal relations. In

their career preferenc s, Type 8's anxiously avoid all

prithary care areas whi e focusing on highly circumscribed

practice specialties.

and

: Peo le Oriented EnthuSiaSts

These students are likely to be,aeenAs-warm;

syth'pathetic. They re concerned with people's feelings

and are tactful, someti es to a fault. They like the

approval of others and t nd to conform, within reason, to

group norms. The Type 9 person may become quite enthusiastic

about 'peole he admires and may idealize them. Their high

self-confidence when combined with enthusiasm about a person

or idea, may lead them to jump into things withbut sufficient

consideration. In general, however, they are conscientious

in their work and clever ac finding s lutions to problems.

In medical school thes students value enthusiasm in
P-

students and view faculty in a favorable .1-i-eir.--Although

they are high ability individuals, theydo not seem moti-

vated to put their abilities to work in he basic sciences.

Warm and sensitive relati6 are their forte.'

Type 9's Are attracted to 'the primary oa e specialties,end,

perhaps, settings whickprovide opportunities 6r social

service.

ed.
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ures in the Communit

e 9, this ,type is primarily concerned with

0
people, but in a more practical, materialistic way (as

opposed to eing interested in their "inner life" and

potentialit es). This kind of person is friendly, Warm,

talkative a d cooperative in groups. He tends to be

0

conscientiojs and orderly in his work and adapts well

v-,
routine. H4 has little capacity for abstract or novel

thinking and thus may have trouble when things get

complicated or require "inspiration." HoweVer, he can

work diligently to master facts and details.

The definition of Type 10 students in medical

school is not as clear as in some of the other types.

One gets the impression from their physician ideology

responses, career preference ratings and use of leisure

time, that these individuals have in mind becoming

"Figures in the Community" with plenty of social contacts

and "surface" relationships of a pleasant nature. A

career in medicine may only be a vehicle for these aspira-

tions since Oley don't appear to want toiassume roles which

are presumably relevant to patient care (even though they

score high on primary care specialties) and they are not

as involved in professional groups as one would expect"

from extraverted, people-oriented individuals.

Type 11: Managers

Students in this type enjoy being in executive positions,
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making decisions nd giving orders. They value reason,

planningtsystema is work, order. Type 11'S control their' \

awn behavior by adherence to socially-appro4ed (often

traditional) standards and are likely to pride themselves

on being responsible. -Ail Socially outgoing, they may

run into problems in interpersonal relations due to attempts

to control others. They are interested in new ideas and

complex problems and may see the long range possibilities

in them.

In medical school, Type 11's score, on the*onehand;

in directions indicating'huMhnistic trends: they desire

more psychosocial emphasis, favor use of community resources

in medical care, believe it important to inform patients

about their disorders, and are inclined towards Psychiatry.

On the other hand, they score on some variables in a

direction indicating'a certain "distapcine from others:

4
they tend to be disease oriented and don't value informal

relationships with faculty. These apparently, divergent

trends might be reconciled by 6suming that Type 11's

operate accordingto a definite set of rules in their

interpersonal relationships, that'what.appear to be

"tender - minded" characteristics, in reality come under

the rubric of "order and efficiency" for these' individuals.

Type 12: Extraverted Pragmatists

Like Type 11, members of Type 12 are socially outgoing

and bound by socially acceptable codes of conduct. They
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differ in being less analytical, more factually minded and

oriented to practical affairs, and having a much lower level

of anxiety. This last characteristic indicate low

motivation for persisting at difficult tasks -- perhaps a kind

of "over satisfaction" with themselves. The Type 12 person

is intellectually not very curious, nor is, he an inspired

thinker. His forte seems to be in the systematic organization

of facts and operations that are fairly concrete in nature.

Type 12 students do poorly on National Boards, Part I,

prefer the traditional lecture method of teaching, want

faculty to provide structure, and think students should be

enthusiastic, productive and considerate to faculty. They

are generally content with medical school, Acept for the

.vk

amount of encouragement and support they sffee6themselves

as receiving from faculty. , They seem to be';.1"tieditional"

a1ao i their view.of the physician role,
"Az

eir career

prefere-ces, and in their uses of leisure Z The im-

pression one receives from the,data is Zhat 0 12's would

like to step into th, stereotped phYSician'COle.

This typological scheme was compared with previous

typological schemes which have been proposed for medical

students. It was seen to have the virtues of relatively

unequivocal assignment of subjects to types; ,, f being

compiehensive, of maximizing within group d
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and of yielding significant predictions in a number of

areas relevant to medicine and medical educa5ion. Limits-

, tions and unresolved problems of the study were discussed.

This study has demonstrated that the typological

approach is a fruitful one for identifying some of the

regularities within the diversity presente a medical

student population. The limitations-imposed by the small

number of subjects in each medical school class are expeCted

to be overcome as longitudinal data accumulates. Refinements

in terms of instrumentation and types of data collected are

in progress and the feasibility of adding another dimension

(or dimensions) in defining types is being considered.

Perhaps most critical is the need for further elabora-

tion and specification of the problem solving scheme.

Conceptualizations, based on empirical investigation, must

be developed for characterizing the kinds of problems and

sub-problems with which medical students must deal. Problems

must be classified and their sequencing identified. How the

solution of a problem in one area provides constraints for
ti

problem solving in other areas must be considered. The

different strategies and information sources which medical

students use in attacking problems related to their pro-

fessional identities must somehow be formalized. The whole

area of the "task environment" -- the demands it places on

students, the problem element representations and prototypic
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problem solutions it provides; the contradictory information

it dispenses and the societal influences to which it is

subject -- must be dealt with in such a way as to allow

prediction of its probable "state" at any given time.

This is only a sampling of the numerous tasks which face

the researcher. But they are necessary steps in creating

a model which will anticipate, in detail, the effects on

health manpower resources of any natural or planned inter-

ventions in the medical education system.
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List of VariablesAer Summary Tables

1 Ideal Student Role (R)

2 ' Academic vs. Clinical Orientation (low score academic)

3 Psychosociocultural S44tsitivity (R) 0.6=

V 4 Faculty Professional Activity (R)

5 Faculty Accommodation (R)

6 Desire for Informal Relations with Faculty ('R)

V 7 Division of Responsibility in Teaching (low score = faculty)

V 8 Desire for Structure (R)

9 Ideal Teacher Role Enactment (R)

V10 Perceived Division of Influence in Education (low score faculty)

V11 Perceived Psychosocial Emphasis (R)

V12 Perceived Faculty Considerateness to Parients'(R)

V13 Perceived Faculty Socio-emotional Role Enactment (R)

V14 Perceived Emphasis on Student Personal Development (R)

V15 Perceived Theoretical -.Research Emphasis (R)

V16 Perceived Faculty Provision of Structure (R)

V17 Faculty Sacio-emotional Role Enactment

V18 Psychosocial Emphasis

V19 Student vs. Faculty Influence (low score students to much)

V20 Community Emphasis ,(R)

V21 Faculty Teaching Efficiency

V22, Faculty Considerateness to Patients

V23 Involvement in Extracurricular Affairs
V24 Student Personal Development

V25 Nurse vs: Physician Responsibility for Information Exchange.

(low score = physician)

V26 Community Orientation-(R)

V27 Empathy and Rapport with Patients (R)

V28 Nurse Housekeeping Role (low score - physician)

V29 Patient Knowledge of Diagnosis -(R)

V30 PsycholOgical Healer Role (R)

V31 Psychosocial Orientation (R)

V32 Disease Orientation (R)

,N33 Physician Authority
V34 Anesthesiology

Basic Medical Science

V36 Dermatology
V37 Epidemiology, Community Medicine, Public Health

V38 Family Medicine, General Practice
V39 Internal Medicine
V40 Obstetrics - Gynecology

V41 .Otthopedics
V42 Ophthalmology
V43 Otorhinolaryngology
V44 Pediatrics
V45 Psychiatry
V46 Radiology
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V47

V48

V49
V50
V51
V52
V53
V54

V55
V56
V57
V58
V59
V60
V61
V62
V63
V64
V65
V66
V67
V68
V69
V70
V71
V72

V73
1 V74

V75
V76
V77
V78
V79
v80
V81
V82
V83
V84
V85
V86

1
V87
V88
V89

1
V90

V91
V92

V93

41

List of Variables for Summary Tables

(Cont.)

-Pathology

Surgery
Private Practice, Solo
Private Practice, Group
Public Institution or Agency
Private Institution or Agency
Research
Education
Referral Specialties Cluster
Research/Education Cluster
Institutional Practice Cluster
Surgery Cluster
Primary Care Cluster
MCAT Verbal
MCAT Quantitative
MCAT General Information
MCAT science
MCAT Average
Undergraduate GPA
.Success Score Yr. I
Clidical Science I
Medical Biology I
Success Score Yr. II
Clinical Science II
Medical Biology II
Boards Anatomy
Boards Physiology
Boards Biochemistry
Boards Pathology
Boards Microbiology
Boards Pharmacology
Develop Clinicians
Develop Researchers
Develop Administrators
Develop Teachers
Didactic Lectures (student led) on entry (R)
Didactic Lectures (student led) current (R)
Didactic Lectures (instructor led) on entry (R)

Didactic Lectures (instructor led) current (R)
Group discussion (student led) on entry (R)
Group discussion (student led) current (R)
Group discussion (instructor 10) on entry (R)
Group discussion (instructor 140-current (R)

Independent study projects on entry (R)
Independent study projects current (R)
Clinical rounds and conferences on entry (R)
Clinical rounds and conferences current (R)

'
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List of Variables for Summary Tables
(Cont.)

94 Tutorials on entry (R)

95 Tutorials Current (R)

96 Task-Oriented Groups (R)

97 Structured Recreational Groups (R)

98 Professional Groups (R)

99 Individual or Solitary activity (R)

V100
V101

Informal or unstr ure, utings (R)

Recreation with amily R)

V102 Father's Occupational Status

V103 Mother's Occupations Status

V104 Father's-Education Level

V105 Mother's Educatio al Level


